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Crowd tramples coed · 
8)' Rachel L. S"·arns 
Hill1op Scaff Reporter 
An unidentified ju\•en i"'~ and a 
Foresl \'ille, ~1d . residen1 are suspects 
in 1he rash of thefts that ha\'e plagu~ 
Slov"e Hall since J anuary, according 
to universit)' public relations and 
police records . 
Thirty-fi\1C burglaries have been 
reported in the dormitory from Jan. 
3 to rvlarch 20, acd:>rding to Alan 
Hermesch, uni versity information 
officer . 
' 
Allrn BrownrThr Hilltop 
Although the dollar amount of 
stolen goods remains officiall)1 
undetermined, Slo\\'C Hall residents 
estin1a1e that aln1ost $20,000 \VOrth of 
cash, jewelry, appliances a11d cloihing 
have been taken . · 
The unidentified juvenile \vas de-
tained for unlawful enlry in10 S\O\\'e 
Hall earlier this month. Hermesch 
said. Police records indica1e tl1at 
33-year-old Gle1111 Tl1omas Foster, of 
2725 Lorring Dri\'e, \vas arres1ed and 
charged \Vilh rccei,·ing stolen proper-
()' 011 Friday, March 27 . 
Kim Sullivan explains the bizarre ambulance incident that hos Jeff her 
seeking legal actions. 
Alexander.moves on 
SC State gets 'good man· as coach 
The invest igation '' looks promis-
i11g. · · according to Dclect i,,e Rober1 
A. \\1a1so11. who heads the Slowe 
B~· IJarrcn Price 
Hill1op Slaff Reporr~r 
!heft probe for campus securi ly. but ~1an)' basketball progra1ns can af-
hc dec lined to con1ment spec ifically ford the luxury of hiring tl1ree or fo11r 
011 1hc case . assistant coaches. For Ho\\'ard 
U11iversil)' sc ... · tirity detained the U11iversi ty the story is different. 
jt1venile brien~· . said Alicia Ta)•lor, a Jr1 1975. Howard hired Cyrus 
Slowe Hall residen1, who provided a Alexander to be its only assistant 
description of the young 111an 1t1at she l'Oacr1 and chief rccrui1er for ihe 
found tur11i 11g her doorknob just 111e11's basketball tea111 . Last ,,·eek, 
after her room had bee11 burglarized Alexander sig11ed a four )'ear co11trac1 
on March 5. . to coach al Soutl1 Carolina State 
Ta~1 lor said the juve11ilc rcmai11ed u 11 iversit)'. 
i11 he r room for 20 mi11utes, a nd '' \\'e Josi a good man,'' said Coach 
security only arri\•ed after he had A .B. \\'il lian1son, bt1t •·,,,e '' 'ill con-
gone. ti11l1e in the Howard \\ '3)' \Vith an ex-
She described the juvenile who cel le11t progran1. · · , 
identified hint self as ''Ti111othy HO\\•ard is current I)' in 1l1e n1ids1 of 
Fites'', a light -skinned black ma le, 5 i!s recruiting season and must endure 
foot 10 inches tall. 150 pou11ds, \vcar- the loss of Alexander \vho helped 
ing stonewashed Calvi n Klein jeans, recruit talen1ed playe rs like Barnard 
a big S\1:eat shir1 '''ith let1ers of !he Perry. Jan1es Ratiff, a i1d Larry 
alphabet printed diago11ally across Spriggs who led the Bison 10 two con-
and a white basebci_ll \:ap _ wit_h secuti\'e Mid-Eas1ern Atlanfic Con· 
··s lanted eyes and s111ches in hi s ference (MEAC) Cha1npionships in 
{" ·rist." . . . . \J.980and 1981. 
Ta)·lor said she 1den11f1c_d the ·\ Alexa11der also J1elped coach 
young nia11 from a group of p1c1u_res \Villian1son to ' ' 'in ihe 1983 co 11 -
presented to her b)' Dc1 ect1ve ferc11ce chan1pio11ship. \\' i!h 1he 
\Vatson. . . c:hampionship a11d tl1e success of· a 
''De1ect1\'e \\' 1lson ~old i:ie that he 25-5 season tinder his belt. Alexander 
(the young nlan) had fl\'C pr ~or arrests is pleased '''itl1 his experience at 
and \\'as even arrested 1n Slo"e HO\\'ard . 
before," _s he said. '' But \vhen_ I call- ·· t gL1ess 1t1e happies1 n1ome111 at 
ed back 1n four days, they sa id that Ho,,·ard can1e '' 'hen the 1981 tean1 
the Distri~ t Attorne)' didn_'1 ~.ave '''On 1t1e ~1EAC . ·· Alexaiider 
enough evidence 10 arrest l11m. ren1i11isccd 
In response to the thel.ts. security ··11 ,,·as ;he firs1 tean1 in our con-
has stepped up i11 SIO\\'e Ha ll, "!a)'lor fcre11ce 10 go 10 1he NCAA. Over all, 
said. Col. Lloy~ ,Lacy, ~ h1ef . ~f 1l1is season '''as the bes1. \Ve had a 
group of good kids," he sa id . 
Howard's basketball program has 
survi\'ed \\•ith one head coach and 
011e assistant to recuit and instruct 
players, bu1 with Alexander's depar-
1ure Coach \V illiamson's job does not 
get easier . 
\Villia rnson 1nust face the increas-
ed load of recruiting baske1ball 
players alone until he finds a ne"' 
aSSIS(ant. 
'' Right no'' ' for the nex1 t\VO to 
th ree ' ' 'eeks I " 'ill be recruiting some 
players ," said \V illiarnson. '' I will 
deal with the replacemeflt of Cy in 
May after 1 consult Coach Moultrie 
abo ut th~ position .'' 
In fact, Williamson said he has 
already received about 30 calls from 
coaches \v ho wan! to fill the position. 
··some excellen1 people have call-
ed,·• he said, ''but I want to take my 
ti1nc in selec1ing the person or per-
sons .·· 
The team also has 10 adjust to 
Alexander 's departu re . 
·· He is important to our pro-
gran1," sa id John Spencer, ... " He 
l1elped us academically and at hlelical-
1)'. l1 's going 10 be hard to replace 
Coach Alexander ." 
Alexander must adjus1 as well . He 
\viii replace South Caro lina State 
coach Percy ''C hico' ' Caldwell , who 
despi1e a losing season of 14-15, has 
quite a following. Still . AJexander re· 
1nains optimis1ic. 
''They (the administration) seems 
10 be committed to getting their pro· 
gram in the right direction, ' ' he said. 
''The basic ingredients of the pro-
Howard Univer&Il)' s secur1t)' d1v1-
sion, _said that he ''will increase t_he 
surveillance as much as I can with 
what I have to work " 'ith ." 
''There has been an increase in 
security here,'' said Le Ron Gilchrist, 
a Slowe Hall desk clerk and a j un io r · 
in the College of Liberal Ar.ts. 
Probate dqy fes(ivi~ies 
''The uni ve rsity has apparen1ly 
come up with extra funds because 
sometimes there's an outside securi· 
ty agency here as well as in-house 
security," he said . 
This week 
Sup191tt• Court ruling on 
racial ond HXUOI bolonce 
p.3 
lnl111ial Ulilfticls In Suclon p. 
4 
LOcol fomlly hotline p. 7 
r 
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By Alonza L. Robertson 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
A Howard University stUdent is 
dissatisfied · with the suspension 
decison recominended for an am-
bulance driver " 'ho refused her 
medical services for injuries sustain-
ed in a nightclub melee early Satur· 
day mom~g. 
Kim Sullivan, a 22-year-old j unior 
broadcast journalism major, said the 
35 day suspension without pay ruling 
against William Lipphard, 21, the 
a mbulance driver, was not strict 
enough. 
' ' He should ha\•e been terminated . 
After 35 days 1here is a possibility he 
could still be worki ng. l feel the 
(emergency health services) depart-
n1ent shouldn ' t take a ri sk since he 
deals with the welfare of the public," 
Sullivan said in an exclusive Hilltop 
intervie\v Wednesday . 
Distr ict Health Commissioner 
Reed V. Tucker led an investigation 
in10 the incident , and he and other 
heal1h officials made the ruling 
Tuesday. 
' 
Lipphard '''as found guilt y of 
\ inctn l \ "alenlinf'fl"ht Hilllop 
Cyrus Alexander 
gran1 are there . We just have to pul 
tl1c pieces of !he puzzle together." 
Though Alexander said he wants to 
make South Carolina S1a1e a top con-
tende r for the tour11ame11t vic!o ry, he 
said he must first accomplish some 
other tas ks. 
'' I \\'ant to get 1he attitudes of the 
pla)1ers in the ri~ht direc1ion,'' he 
sa id . ' 'I '''ant 10 impro.,:e !he team's 
speed and get some quick players.'' 
For !he next season. both \Vil liam-
son and Alexander \viii be on op· 
posi1e sides of the scorers table. 
''I \Vish him well, •• said1 William-
so n , ''except " ' hen He plays 
Howard.'' 
'' \Vhen " ·e go a1 ii ,' ' said Alex-
ander. ''it will be just two teams play. 
ing . \Ve are going to do our best and 
Howard will do its best . When the 
game is over, it's O\'Cr. '' 
Campus iwitiw1oftCifratemities1112p1d In wonn..L.9111111y we..,11r for P!••••• day 011 tM yard the Friday 
betor. spring tw.ok. Grieb e11....cl In their N1p1c1IM cola rt TioM ._11111-11:111•1 Of llMI yard whit. crowds 
of ttud1nl1 with clicliing cG,..ftii, cin4 "'°" o few •ld10 ca•1r11, Nlhod to tab a 1pot to wlt11111 tho 
diffw•••• fo;wcs of IOftll and •• .,. -'--~ ClockwlM, ,.,.111nlullw11 of Delta s1, .... Thoto SoroellJ, Inc., 
Alpha Phi Alpha F1olernlty, IRC., Phi 1110 Sigma F-..ity, Inc., Zola Phi Iola SoNrity, Inc. 
oncl con&or Afpho Koppa Alpha Sorocllr, 1... , 
\ I 
''discourteous and unprofessional 
conduct' ' as well as violating depart-
ment ·. rules by smoking in an 
ambulance. 
Sullivan suffered a bruised hip, 
knee, calf, lung and two sprained ribs 
after being trampled on by a panick· 
ing crowd rushing to exit the Chapter 
Ill night club, 901 New Jersey Ave .. 
S.E., following the firing of gunshots 
inside. 
Sullivan 's companion Maria Gib-
son, later made a call for an am-
bulance after Sullivan was unable to 
drive her car hof'lle . 
' .'Once he got there he asked us a 
bunch of arrogant questions,'' said 
Gibson, also a Howard student . 
\Vhen asked to examine Sullivan , 
Lippard responded with '' f---
this l '. m doing my job," Sullivan 
said . 
Sullivan ~!aims Lipphard got back 
into the ambulance, made a U turn 
and sped off dropping a cherry bomb 
as he lef·t . 
Lipphard was unavailable for com-
ment, but in a Washington Post arti-
cle , published Tuesday March 31, he 
said. ''At all times I was in the 
gu idelines of the fire departmenl . All 
the accusations against me are false.'' 
In the article, ambulance officials 
said that Lipphard's vehicle has had 
a recurring backfirin' tendenc)' that 
might sound like a firecracker. 
Sullivan was later transponed to 
Capitol Hill Hospital by an am-
bulance supervisor who later came to 
the scene responding to a call from 
a Metro policeman who had stopped 
to help the injured woman. 
Sullivan was treated and released 
later that same afternoon. She said 
she is seeking legal counseling and re-
mains convinced that Lipphard's ac-
tion may have had racial overtones. 
''The way I was treated was 
defii;iitely because I was black. That 
was my first thought and it has not 
left me yet," she said. 
'' It 's just a mystery to me what 
provoked him to take such an at-
ti1ude," Sullivan said. 
She and Gibson both said Lip-
phard did not appear to be intox-
icated or high on drugs at the time. 
Lipphard, wt. : has been accused of 
ver bally and physically abusing 
another woman ,.,,horn he was dispat-
ched to help last month, has 10 days 
to appeal the ruling . 
MCI to investigate 
access code abuses 
By Candace Campbell 
Hilltop Staff Rrporter 
Howard Unive rsity students using 
ilega lly obtained access codes to 
1nake long distance phone calls, a 
crime which carries a penalty of up 
to 18 months in jail. may soon 
become the subjects of an investiga-
tion by the MCI telephone company, 
according to MC I officials . 
''\Ve have seen abuse on col lege 
campuses in the metropolitan area 
and a re investigat ing these schools," 
said Don Dampbell , director of 
public affairs for MCI 's Mid-Atlantic 
reg ion. 
Campbell would not say \vhether 
or not Howard student s are under 
investigation. 
'' I'm not going to tip off where 
wil l be next, " Campbell sa id, ''but 
"'e " 'iii be hi11ing the schools " 'ith 1he 
l1ighest concenlration·of students us· 
ing our codes illegally." 
Saying 1ha1 he could no t disclose 
exactly when MCI would be cracJ;. ing 
do\vn on city-wide campuses. Camp-
bell said that it will be befo re sum-
mer break. 
''The summer break is coming 
soon and that should be some kind 
o f indicator," he said. 
Misuse of codes and calling card 
numbers is a problem faced by all 
long distance cal ling companies, 
Campbell said. 
''Industry figures compiled by the 
Communications Fraud Association 
say that long distance companies lost 
an estimated hal f a. billion dollars," 
he said . 
· In Februar y, MCI granted 
American Uni versity s tudent s 
suspected of illegal use of the codes 
amnesty from possible misdemeanor 
charges if the students would identif~ 
their calls and promise to pay for 
them. 
According to Campbell , MCI \\'iii 
offe r ot her sc hools a similar 
program . 
''At AU about 450 students turn-
ed themselves in and agreed to pay 
for the cal ls," he said . ''We are still 
ge1 ting calls from students who want 
amnesty.'' 
Encouragirig students to cooperate 
with MCI in these pending investiga-
1ions. Campbell said, ''If you do not 
avail yourself of this restitution, we 
are going to come af1er you .'' 
Recounting what occurred when 
MC I o ffered 37 Johnson C. Smith 
College st udents amnesty, Campbell 
said s1udents that because they are 
college stui;lents someone will give 
them a break . 
' 'They didn't take the amnesty, so 
now we are fi ling a suit,'' Campbell 
said. ''We still file a suit against those 
suspected at AU who have not con· 
fessed.'' 
Do Howard students really have 
anything 10 worry about? Is misuse 
of these codes widespread on cam· 
pus? Gerald Smith thinks so. 
''Everyone is using them, " said 
Smith, a sophomore in the College of 
Liberal Art s. ''Students just don 't 
want to have to pay for their long 
distance ca lling.'' 
Francetta Slacum, a junior in the 
College of Liberal Ans, said her first 
contact with MCI numbers was ar 
Howard. 
'' I know several people at Howard 
and at other schools who use these 
numbers," she said . Slacus said 
students use the codes becuase they 
can 't afford the cos1 of long distance 
calls. 
''After hearing about " 'hat hap-
pened at American and other col· 
leges, people are scared,'' said Cheree 
Gulley, a Slowe hall resident . 
They're scared with good reason , 
Campbell said. 
''A lot of students look at this as 
a game, but in the District it is 
punishable by up to 18 months in 
jail," he said . ''If you want to take 
the chance, be prepared for the con-
sequences .'' 
Taxi collides with drunk 
driver going . wrong w~y 
• 
By Alonza L. Robertson 
Hilltop Staff Reporler 
A middle aged black woman 
driving the opposite way on a one· 
way street was the cause of a two 
car collisiOn in front of Charles R. 
Drew Hall approximately 12:50 
a.m. Thursday. 
The woman who identified 
herself as Rita Wesley, appeared 
intoxicated as she opened the door 
of her blac k,... Nissan Pulsar, 
stumbled and wavered back and 
forth to check the damage to her 
car, said eyewitnesses. 
The vehicle Wesley hit was a 
taxicab driven by Ronald Watson. 
''I was going south on Fourth 
Street and here she's coming down 
Gresham Place the wrong way on 
a one way street . She made no ef. 
fort to even lry to stop once she 
got t(l the corner (the intersection 
of Fourth and Gresham)," said 
Watson. 
Neither he or his female 
passenger, who asked not to be 
identified, were hurt . 
Before police arrived Watson 
and Wesley tussled as Watson 
took her keys to prevent her from 
driving off. 
When D.C . Metro police arriv· 
ed, Wesley was accosted on her car 
by police. 
''Wait, wait, wait, what's the 
big deal. Get off my back, I'm . 
police too,'' Wesley said referring 
to her badge identifyina her as a 
securit y guard at Children's 
Hospital . 
''The big deal is that you're 
drunk and you just caused an •c· 
cidcnt," said a female police of- , 
fleer while she was handcuffina 
Wesley and placing her in a squad 
car. 
On the back fender of Wesley's 
Nissan was a Mothers Apinst 
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Symposium targets agin·g 
• 
TV mag seeks hos.t 
• 
By Patricia Ntwraan 
HiMtop S1aff Rcpor1er 
A day long symposium, featuring 
guest speaker Delegate Walter Faun-
croy, outlined unique programs, 
organizations and centers striving 
toward training the negtectcd elderly 
population in housing management, 
preservation of housing assistance 
and research aimed at developing a 
program of coursework rt'lating to 
adulthood and aging. 
''Since 1980 Congress has been 
unable to pass a housing bill for the 
elderly," said Congressman fJ' ' t!l · 
troy, calling for more government 
housirt2 assistance for the elderly dur-
ing the first panel discussion on ''Op-
timizing the Government Assisted 
Housing Resources: Meeting the 
Needs of an .~ina Population." 
Faun.troy~ criti~zrc! the RM1an 
Adm1n1strat1on for 1ts unwillin1ness 
to . support fundina of housing 
assistance and stressed the impor-
t~nce of a new bill which would pro-
vide the elderly with over 23 billion 
dollars in such aid . 
The second panel presentation 
~ocu~ on various means of develop-
ing private sector alternatives to the 
government assisted housing 
resources . 
' 'There is a need to create partner-
ship~ . between the elderly people 
rece1v1ng assistance and the persons 
providing the assistance,'' said 
Leonard J . Clay, director of Partner-
s~ip Institute of the Howard Univer-
sity School of Business and Public 
Administration. 
Durina the final. panel discuuion 
of the conference, panelists exchalla-
ed views on a local perspective to 
meetins. the needs of an aaing 
population. 
David J . Robertson, Housing 
Planner for thC Metropolitan 
Washington Council of Govern-
ments, discussed Operation Match, a 
program matching oeorile with extra 
space in their homes wilh elderly per· 
sons unable to do basi.; household 
chores. • 
. ''Not oitly would these people pro-
v1de.t.he elderly with service,'' Robin-
::.on said, but they would also provide 
' 'companionship as well ." 
. Established in 1980, Operation 
Maleh has successfully matched over 
S,000 households with elderly per-
sons, Robertson said . 
I 
• 
Converting local schools into 
daycare for the elderly was discuss-
ed as a local alternative to the needs 
of the elderly in the metropolitan area 
by Melodee Melin, Rental Assistant 
ind Development Supervisor for the 
pepartmei:it of Community Plann-
ing, Housing, and Development in 
Arlington, Virginia. 
By Juella Newsome 
Hilltop S11rr Rcporcer 
Auditions will be held to select a 
new host or hostess for the student 
production, SPOTLIGHT, April 4, 
1n WHMM's Studio C from 9 a.m. 
-4 p.m. 
SPOTLIGHT is a half-hour video 
maaazine that enables students of all 
majors, particularly those in com-
munications to participate in the pro-
duction of an On-Air program,. The 
show which can be seen every Sun-
~ay at 5:30 p.m. on Channel 32, 
covers topics that are relevant to the 
12-25 age group. 
. 
Workina from scrip to SC.ieeGI, the 
students rotate roles• editor, pro-1 
ducer, director, camera pawaa, 
audio, stqehand, production auis-
tant, coordinator, switCllCI', r<K•-
cher, scriptwritl:r and tcdtniclall. ( 
Of the positions, the host ur 
hos~ess position is filed on a yearly 
basls. The position entails the opcn-
in~ and closina of the show. At tunes 
1t 1s that person's responsibility to in-
terview studio auest and provide 
smooth transitions to 
SPOTLIGHT'S segments. 
Brown said, ''The hos1 must have 
good. writing skills, a pleasing per-
sonality and an undcrstandillg of 
broad base knowledge of the world." -
Not ~n~>: does the host have a great 
respons1b1l1ty but the senior producer 
and director as well. 
Lah. • • • experience. key to student versatility 
In the past, SPOTLIGHT has 
covered stories concerning fashion 
designe~s, teenage fathers, gangs, 
apafthe1d, black students on white 
campuses! African culture, politics, 
health, history, economics, enter-
preeneurship, storytelling and the arts 
and entertainment. 
In fa:ct, the senior prOducer is 
responsible for all creative actitvity. 
He should be able to wrile well must 
be a~le to . organizer and su~rvisc 
creauve talent and have broad 
l<.nowledge of television oi:oduction 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
8)· Janella Newsome 
Hilltop Staff Reporter · 
Some Howard students know it as 
the Human Ecology Cafeteria and 
others acknowledge the it as an essen-
tial laboratory needed for a degree in 
Institutional Foodservice Administra-
tion or Diabetics . 
For about 14 years .• students have 
been responsible for the overall 
operation of the cafeteria located in 




8)' Glenda Fauntleroy 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
work can at times become quite com-
plex, simply because the job requires 
great responsibility. 
Clemmie Saxton, director of the 
Buantity Food Laboratory said ''We 
are pleased with the students' perfor-
mance. They take great pride in their 
work .'' 
Not only are the students operating 
the cafeteria on a professional level 
but they must take some rather dif-
ficult courses such as chemistry, ac-
counting, microbiology and anatomy 
' .. 
\ 
Howard University•will soon welcome a new 
addition to it s class direc to ry--African 
Archeology. - · 
Beginning next semester, curious Howard 
students can learn about the earliest human ex-
istence in Africa . 
-, 
and physilogy. 
Christina Banetc, an Institutional 
Foodservice Administration major 
said, 11 In this business, you have to 
be an artist, businessman, chemist, 
diplomat, mathematician, athlete and 
an all-around good communicator. ' ' 
At present, four students are 
enrolled in 1he program. Of the four, 
two students are dietetic majors, one 
is a Institutional Foodservice Ad-
ministration major, and the other is 
a graduate student majoring in nutri-
tion. One of the advantages of the 
program is that students participate 
in an interchangeable role. 
For example, one student may 
serve as the kitchen manager . A week 
later that student may serve as the 
cook. Changing of positions is done 
so the student can become aware of 
all the tasks. 
Fortunately, the cafeteria is open-
ed to all visitors, Howard students, 
staff and faculty. The cafeteria· is in 
0 Conlinued on page 8 
' . 
• 
SPOTLIGHT is operated by 
Howard students . Jim Brown, 
manager of the training program at 
WHMM, said, "The one advantage 
of SPOTLIGA·T is that Howard 
st~den!s are able to sharpen their 
skills 1n most areas of television 
broa~cas1ing. Not only are students 
learning to re~earch, but to write 
schedule, supervise, edit', 'Pr~pare 
s.hows or segments for post produc-




Brown said, ''The director should 
be capable of supervising the actual 
technical recording of the show in the 
studio." A~ong other thinp, he 
must plan with the senior producer as 
well as understand the technical 
caoabilities of SPOTLIGHT 
., 
For further information concern-
ing SPOTLIGHT, and WHMM's In-
ternship Program, contact Alfreda 
McCrimmon at 636-5600 in Room 
220 in the Annex 3 Building. 
• 
• 
The class will critically study artifacts from 
Af~ic.~:s.pr~·col~n_i.al cLvj!iza!Ji n tq un~over l.h~e 
._hiys[e!1es o f Arr1ca, pr1o r1 o its wr1tfen fii story, 
~ccod1ng to Dr. Theresa Singleton, intended pro-
tfessor of the course . 
·~ .. ~ ~· ~ ~~ ~-a) -· Wl1e1tyet...fre sluelc: i11 you1 100111 because~----­
• •1·~ai:iy people are not aware that African 
c1v1l1z.at1on began near! 1hree million years ago.' ' 
Dr. Singleton said . ' 'However, the written 
histo ry does not date nearly as far back as that .' ' 
''In this course, we will examine the products 
o f these civilizations, and discover what the 
Africans did before they could write, ' ' she said . 
According to Singleton, studying the remains 
of African ingenuity can give a student a better 
understanding of the life in the past society. 
Through the use of photographs, slides of 
African arti facts, and field trips to local 
museums, the course will reveal facts about an-
cients Africa 's past behavior, living conditions, 
and developments, she said . 
Unfortuna1ely, students at Howard have not 
shown much interest in archeology or an· 
thropology. Singleton remarked that her current 
class has less than ten students. 
' 'A lot o f students do not know that an-
thropology and archelogy are offered at 
Howard, and tl13.t my be because unfortunate· 
ly, the a~thropOlogy department is usually much 
smaller compared to the other social sciences, 
such as sociology and psychology,"Singleton · 
explained. 
''Most students are concerned with here and 
now, and may are not doing much to find out 
how we got her," said Dr. Ralph C. Gomes, ac-
ting chairman of the Sociology and Anthropolgy 
departments, adding that the course will provide 
studeri.ts with a better unders1anding of history . 
''Basically, the Anthropology department 
decided to focus .on the Mid-Atlantic area, or 
more specifically, the African region, and sear-
ched for a faculty member who had researched 
that area," "Dr. Gomes said . ''Singleton was 
recruited for the postion . '' 
''Singleton will bring a wealth of knowledge 
to the class with her experience and many con-
ta.cts in the field,'' he added. 
According to Dr. Singleton, antl;l,ropologis1s 
want.to recruit more blacks into th~ field, and 
felt that a predominantly black institution, such 
as H'Oward. was the best place to start. 
''Basically, we want students at Howard to be 
aware that there are alternative areas available 
in the social sciences,'' Singleton said. 
She received her Ph.D. in anthropology in 
1980 from the University of Florida, but 
specializes in historical archeology the study of 
colonial societies. ' 
Singleton's career choices have been guided by 
her intense interest in past civilizations. 
1 
''I always wondered about the past. In the 
beginning it was a simple as wondering who built 
the pyramids, and why did they preserve their 
dead," she recalled. 
''However, after studyina, my interest became 
more complex. I was more interested in every-
day people, the poor and the illiterate of:ihcsc 
ancient societies,'' !inaletoa aid. 
Dr. Gomes stronalY urpd Ill studcnu to take 
''African ArcheololY, '' u it offers a new jnsiaht 
to previous cooccptiom or African history. 
"SturjenU .-ad DOI look at education u only 
' a mcan'1 of aettl111 a job, but also to make 
tbcmMlves betler dlizen• with an abundant 
' knowkdp of tbelr sadely and thcrrudva," Dr. 
Gomcs sald. . 
11T•ki111 a COW'IC such u African'Arclw:oklo 
wW help 1111)' ladividual In whatever field he or 
she W-a111 to_...,•• be uid. 
-
, "Afllr 1Aa•~1111P11"wlllbcoffcrodlatbe 







someone !'p~ied' your;-eloor. ~-, --· -- - -
When you spent all your money playing 
video games and you still have to buy books 





When you iust miss hearing their voices and 
telling them what you've been doing. 
• 
One thing about parents: they love to hear what you've been up to. 
But you should call them anyway. 
And when they ask where you were last night, tell them that 
you alwa,ys call using AT&T Long Distance Service 
because of AT&T's high quality service and 
exceptional value. 
When they ask how your studies 
are going, remind them that AT&T 
gives you immediate credit if you 
dial a wrong number. 
And when they ask about your 
plans for the weekend, note t ou 




distance connections ' 
And when, at last, they praise 
you for using AT&T, then-and only 
then-.you might want to mention 
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• • • • J Landmark Deeision . , 
fight for infant l1f ts c 0unseI1 n g By Carolya H••• child, who they named Melissa, now 
HiUtop Staff Rrportcr one-year-old. The adoption pro-
tract, found that she would have dif· 
ficulty &ivlng up the child. But, as in· 
dicated by' trial testimony, neither she 
nor the Sterns were notified of this 
conclusion, raisina the issue of 
whether Whitehead gave informed 
consent . 
found to be living private, 
unremarkable lives. The Whitch esds 
have known marital discord, 
domestic violence and m•ny resi-. 
tial moves, althouah tbinas arc tran-
quil now.'' 
By La•'" Cooper 
Hilltop Starr Reporter 
Today one of the leading causes of 
death for youths ages 15-24 is suicide. 
Since 1955 the number of cases 
reported annually has been on the 
rise. 
There arc many resources available 
across the nation for teei\s who are 
contemplating suicide. There arc 24 
hour hotlines . private counseling, and 
agencies that are specifically set up · 
for dealing with the problem. . 
One such resource in the 
Washington area is the Samaritian 
Ho1line. this is an international net-
work, set up in 47 countries that of-
fers a 24 hour hotline. The number 
for the D.C. hotline is 362-8100. 
The service that they offer is free 
and com~letely confidential. Their 
objeclive 1s to ticlp people of any age 
out of their despair by befriending 
them and helpi9g them cope with 
their problems. 
In 1960 there were 1,039 reported 
Cases of teen suicide and by 1980 that 
number had risen to 5,239. In 1984 
the number reported was 5026, reflec· 
ting a decrease, but the rate reported 
for that year, 12.4 per 100,000, still 
refelected an overall increase. 
White males have the highest rate 
of suicides followed by white 
females, then black males, and black 
females. Dr. Wibert Lacey, doctor of 
physchiatry at Howard University 
Health Center, said,' Black suicide is 
on the increase. 
young person can become very con· In the first lcaal test of a surropte 
fused ~nd may sec dcalh as an escape mother's ri~l to chanae her mind, a 
from II all. . . 'i I New Jersey Judge a~arded custody of Accordt~ to Lacey, suicide can be .· the child ka • .>\\'n as ''Baby M'' to her sep~rat~ into g~~ups. There are father, William Stern, and ter-
su1e1de J~tures, su1c1de attempts, an.d inated the parcnc~ i·i -.hts of the 
completions. Jestures arc usually ~ . 1' ar B h 
done for attention. and actcmpts a b1o~og1cal mother, M Y et 
11 be I · re Whuehead. 
usua y meant to comp et1ons but Judge Harvey R Sorkow of · 
are stopped before death occurs. · · h 1985 
Lacey also said that the different Superior Court upheld t e 
methods that are used give insight in- ar!'ec.ment ~tween Stcr!l, a 41-ycu-
to the comtemplation of the act. He ~Id b1oche
1
T1st, and Whitehead, 5!1Y-
says that guns usually always e 11. 1og that . the . surrogate p~rcntlng 
· . r s1;1 J contract ts valid and.,.the rights of 
tn c~mpletto~ as opposed to \\'rtst the parties to contract arc con::~itu­
slash1f!g ~r pill overd~ses. . . 1 tionally protected under the 14th 
. Stat1st1cs show that 1n teen su1~1de I Amendment.•• He dismissed the 
males usually choose more final •: claims of Whitehead's lawyers that 
methods such as guns and females the contract violated state adoption 
tef!d t~ choose _method~ suc!t as laws and public policies against the 
po1son1ng and wrist slashing. I f bab'es 
Teen suicide has been a problem rl sa e 0 1 • 
for many years but says Charlotte In his decision, which culminated 
Ross, executive director of D.C. 's a three-month trial, sorkow stated 
Youth Suicide National Center, it that both Stern and Whitchnead 
was thought that the best way to deal ''clearly understood the terms of the 
with the problem was not to discuss agreement'' and that in New Jersey, 
it. ''the surrogate may renounce and ter-
Thc YSNC is a national organiza- minate the contract until the time of 
tion which aims to provide preventive conception. ''Whitehead, he sid, ''has 
measures for teen suicide. It was breached her contrac;t until the time 
established in the D.C. are in 1985. of conception.1'WhilcheaCI, he said 
· The YNSC works with the public "has breached her contract by fail· 
school system and trains teachers and ing to surrender the child and by fail-
couselors to be aware of the signs of ing to renounce her parental rights to 
a potential suicide victim and how to the chi ld . '' ' 
cope with them. Immediately following his reading 
One _concept that the agency sup- of his 121-page decision, Sorkow per· 
ports 1s that the young need to mitted Stern's wife Elizabeth, a 
understand depression and not to be 41 -year-old pediatrician, to adopt the 
frighten by it and also need to be . · 
cedures took place in Sorkow's 
chambers. 
The ruling is binding only in New 
Jersey; however. the case could have , 
a major impact in the uncharted lepl 
territory of surrogate paren-
thood.Because it is the first judicial 
test of the enforceability of surrogacy 
contracts, it is ccnain to be intluen-
t.ial elsewhere. 
The Baby M drama began in 1985, 
when Whitehead, the 30-year....old 
wife of a garbage collector and the 
mother of two other children, agreed 
to be artificially inseminated with 
Stern's spcnn and bear his child for 
$10,000. But, shortly after March 27, 
1986 birth of Baby M, Whitehead 
refused the fee and fled with the 
child, whom she calls Sara, to 
Florida. 
Four months' later the baby 1was 
seized from Whitehead and brought 
back to New Jersey under a tem-
porary custody order Stern obtained 
from Sorkow.The judge then named 
a lawyer, Lorraine A. Abraham, as 
Baby M's legal guardian pending the 
trial. 
During the trial, Cassidy and the 
team of Whitehead lawyers argued 
that because of their client's lack of 
sophistication and their precarious 
financial situation, the agreement, • 
with its $10,(X)() ''lure:• constituted 
''i nsidious cxploitation''of 
Whitehead. · 
A psychological evaluation of 
Whitehead by the Infertility Center 
of New York, who brokered the con-
In response to this, Sorkow con-
cluded that the Whiteheads "had 
legal capacity to contract .There were 
no mental disabilities. They 
understood what they were doing.'' 
Whitehead, he said, was ''im-1' 
pulsivc'' as shown by her unplanned 
future when dropping out of high 
school .. . (and) manipulative when she 
threatened to kill herself and the baby 
if Stern did not relent and let her k.eep 
the child. ''Whitehead's psychiatrist 
justified the latter by saying that the 
threats were unde,rstandable because 
she was desperate to keep her child. 
Sorkow also characterized 
Whithead as being ''exploitive'' 
because she brought her 10-year-old 
daughter to court on Tues-
day,• 'where she was terrorized by the 
crush of the media'' - indicative, he 
said, of her ''fawning use of the 
media to her own narcissistic ends.'' 
Also during the trial, Abraham 
recommended that Stern be granted 
custody; however, she urged that the 
Whitehead's parental rights be retain~ 
ed. She argued against the ending of 
the rights, saying that th( action 
would be ''irrevocable'' and ''so 
awesome a step that we can not, in 
all conscience take it.'' 
In rejecting Whitehead's plea for 
custody, or failing that, visiting 
rights, Sorkow said, ''The Sterns are 
Sorkow rejected joint custody by 
the Whiteheads and the Stems, llY· 
ing that it would not work because 
'
1thesc peopple arc not · former 
spouses.They arc strangers to each 
olhcr. Their hurt and enmity is 
sincere and dcep ... They have dif· 
ferent life styles, different social 
values and standards.'' 
Ultimately, Sorkow araued that 
'
1therc can be no solution satisfactor)r 
to all in this kind of case. Justice can-
not be obtained for both parents. The 
court will seek to achieve justice .for 
the child." 
The judge also ordered that the 
$10,000 surrogacy fee provided f~r in 
the contract be given to Whitehead. 
During the trial, the money was held 
in a court escrow account . 
After hearing the decision, Stern 
described himself as beina ''stunned. 
l have a tingling feeling in my elbows, 
and my legs are numb. I am so hap-
py." 
·Then struggling with his emotions 
and no longer able to talk, he broke 
down into tears. 
Whitehead, although upset by the 
decision, was reported as being 
''okay'' She is expected to comment· 
today. 
Of Whitehead, Elizabeth Stern 
said, ''I know it's very painful for 
her . Despite all the bad feeling that's 
gone on between both sides, she gave 
us a beautiful daughter.'' 
Young black males committing 
suicide is most noticably on the rise 
with the number of annual cases hav-
ing doubled since 1980. 
taught coping skills for depression . Court rules 1•0 favor of Liz ·Weiner, director of develop-ment for the YNSC, says that many racial, sexual balances 
Last year in the D.C. are through 
October J4th there Were 7S cases of 
teen suicide . 
schools have set up ''re-active pro-
grams'' after incidn1s have occured 
but that wilh rash of incidents 
preventive programs arc on the rise. 
By Naomi Travers 
Hill1op Srarr Reporter 
Experts agree that no one reason 
can be attributed to the increase in 
teen suicides. Dr. T . Wessel, asso;ciate 
director of Howard University's 
counseling service, said 'Adolesencc 
is a tough lime with a lot of 
demands . '' 
Weiner also said that in a pess con- In a broad extension on affir-
ferencc last week four experts on teen mative action, the Supreme Court 
suicide made the point that the media ruled last Thursday that employess 
needs to be more sensitive in handl- may sometimes favor women and 
ing<:ases of teen suicide. She said that minorities ove.r better qualified men 
suicide must be re-romanticized . and whites in hiring and promtion 
The ••copy cat syndrome ' among pratices to better balance their With the mixed messages recicved 
from parents, peers, and society a teen suicides is also a factor in the in- I wok.place. 










Are you about to take the first step toward 
a rewarding and challenging business 
career? If you are, we'd like to talk to you. 
The Morgan Bank, a major international 
finacial institution with offices world-wide, 
ha~ entry level career opportunities in 
Credit Analysis, Corporate Trust and 
Securities, L()an Administration, Money 
Transfer, and Global Exposure. We are 
looking for candidates with superior ·writ-
ten and oral communication Skills, in-
terpersonal and analytical skills to apply to 
on-the-job training opportunities. Among 
the benefits we offer employees are im-
mediate profit-sharing eligibility, tuition 
refunds, medical and dental insurance, and 
free lunch. · 
If. you are ready to. take the first step 
toward a business career and are interested 
in the financial services industry, you 
should talk. to Morgan. Contact your place-
ment office for information about our on-
campus interviews or, send your resume to: 
Stephanie Acerrio 
Assistant Secretary 
23 Wall Street , 









California city's affirmative action suit by a man who said he had been with the makeup ot· the local popula-
plan for employees who arc women the victim of illegal sex discrimination tion or labor market . 
and· minority group members was a when he lost a promotion to woman. In a blistering dissent, Justice An-
defcat for the Reagan Adminsitration tonin Scalia said the Court's ••cnor-
and was hailed as as a major victory The ruling also marked the first mous expansion'' of prior decisions 
for civil and women's rights groups. time the Court had unambiguously upholding affirmative action has 
The decision was written by Justice held that without any proof of past completed its converision of a 1964 
William Brennan. · discrimination against women or anti-discrimination law into an 
The ruli-ng was the Court's first in- minorities by a particular. employer• ••engine of discrimination'' against 
valving an affirmative action plan the employer m~y u.s~ racial and sex- men and whites, especially against the 
giving job preferences to women over Ll:al prcfer~nc~ tn hiring and_pron;'o- ••unknown, unaffluent and 
men. The court rejected a civil rights t1ons to bring its work fqrcc into line unorganiied. Z----
• •••••• .,.,,.. •• ····~ ................................ ... . 11.:+ • ..:... ....... .:.,.,1 
: 
• 
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. 
is now accepting ,applications for 
the following paid staff positions 






Chief Copy Editor 
Campus News Editor 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
Editorial Editor 
Local/National News Editor 
Sports Editor 
Entertainment Editor . 
Health Editor 
Careers Editor 
CQPY Editors (2) 
Advertising Manjlger 
· Circulation Manager 
Business Assistant 
Administrative Secretaries (3) 
Photography Editor 




Applications are available in the 
Hilltop office and are due 
· on Monday, April 6 at 5 p.m. 
Inte~iews, are also mandatory. 
Any questions? CaD 
/67/68 for more 
infori•adon. 
' 
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Internal conflicts still 
block Sudan progress 
By Damll Morris 
Hilltop S11rr Reporter 
In Sudan, the largest country in 
Africa, a war has raged for years bet-
ween the government and the Sudan 
Peoples Liberation Army (SPLA). 
''The conflict has its roots in the 
instituting of the Islamic sharia laws 
in September of 1983 by then presi-
dent Jafar Nimieri'', said Aziz 
Batran, a Howard professor in the 
Department of History. 
The Mahdi, who led a ]ihad or hol) 
war against British colonialism in the 
1800's, was his great-grandfather. 
The Umma pany, whosC rank .and 
file are members of the Ansar 
religious group, is in a coalition with 
another religious party, the • 
Democratic party. 
Members of the Khatmyya relgious · 
orders inakc up the base of the 
De~oCratic party. Large sections of 
both parties cannot conceive of na-
tional constituion without Islamic law 
at its heart. Jn addition. about 1 S per-
cent of the countryls 500 judges are 
believed to be dcdicaied to the sharia 
laws. 
Although the laws have elements 
such as the prohibition of alcohol and 
wealth tax, harsh penalties are 
prescribed for minor offenses. Men 
and women can be lashed for ''in- After Nimicri was overthrown in 
tended adultery . '' A moderate April 1985, there was hope that 
religious leader, Mahmoud Sharia would be suspended. They are 
Mohammed Taho, was hanged for still intact, however . 
heresay in 1985 and more than 300 ''Sudan could become the bread· 
people have had arms or feet am- basket of Africa and the world. There 
putated for theft, according to is tremendous economic potential," 
Batran . Batran said. 






Speakina on Africa's aariculture, .Nyana said ''coupd'etii1•• becmae 
Cummings said. ''The first thins a theorderoftheclayinmanyAlricln 
nation has to do if it is co be ~- countries andlbll bu resulted la Ille 
dent i~ to be able to feed itself.' He constant chanp of aovea••n •• 
stressed the need for Africa to thus brinaina about disruptions in m.; 
develop its agriculture, not only to be development projects uaually ltlrted 
able to feed itself, but to have surplus by one aovemment. 
for export. These projects may be abandoned 
However, ''Africa's agricultural by another government he said 
prospects are discouraging,'' he said. Poli~ical . instability also discourag~ 
According to Cumminas, food pro- foreign investments, which have a 
duction is declining by about 1.4 per- great effect on African economic 
~ent anuaJly. He cited expens as say- development, Nyang said. Nyang 
1ng that unless food production is in- alS<? .m~tion~ that in cases where 
creased by 1990, Africa will be run- ~l1t1c~ 1nstab1lity takes the form of 
nin~ short of 23 million tons of1food 11berat1on wars, millions of refugees 
grains. ~created which cause untold hard-
Cummings attributed the decline in ships on the host nation as welf as on 
the per capita food production in the refugees. 
· ",.Africa to inadequate transportation The on-going conflict in the Horn 
facilities. Lack of adequate transpor- of Africa. which consists of Somalia 
tation, he said, prevents agricultural Eth_iopia, Djibouti and Kenya. is ~ 
"nd social services from reaching typical example of where thousands 
rural areas and also prevents crops of :efugecs have been driven from 
grown in the hinterlands from their lands to the war in that region 
reaching the urban markets. As a Nyang said. ' 
result, large tons of foodstuffs in ~frica lacks skilled and semi-
rural areas rot each farming season. skilled workers needed to help in its 
Cummings also mentioned that the economi~ development, Nyang said. 
role of women in African agriculture ~e m_enttoned that the illiteracy rate 
has been ignored. He said women are is estimated to be an average of 80 
the main agricultural workers &nd are percent. 
responsible for the production and Eve~ though African governmcrits 
marketing of crops. ''The time has are trying to expand their vocational 
come to recognize the important con- and technical schools, they still rely 
tribution of these women of African mostly on expatriate labour which is 
agriculture,'' he said . very expensive and serves as a big 
and the SPLA feel it is impractical in are calling for unity, stabilization of 
modern times to adopt an Islamic •the country and equal development 
constitution," Batran said. ''The of both regions of the country so 
SPLA purports to establish a future generations will prosper," he 
democratic Sudan which has religious said. 
tolerance." He added that in looking ahead, Poor rood conditions in Africa pu•••••I the tronspodalion of n11d1d food. Com!11enting ~unher on the decline drain on the limited foreign reserves 
of. African . agriculture, Cummings of most African countries. 
''In the Addis agreeme'nt of 1972, John Carang, who received an 
northern and southern Sudan were economics degree from the University 
divided, with the north haviiig a of Iowa, is the first Sudanese leader 
separate government as one region'', to focus on long range gpa~s . 
said Mohammed Amin an official of :." A State department official, who 
the Sundanese e'mbassy in 1 Wished to re!llain anonymous, said 
Washington, D.C.. - tha~ . the Unt~ed States supports a 
''In early 1983 Nimiei"i decided to pol1t1cal solution to the problem. He 
break the south into three different added that in fiscal year 1986, the 
regions . It was shortly after this that U .S. supplied the Sudanese govern-
the SPLA decided to rebel •• Amin n1ent with SI 9 million in military aid . 
said . ' ''Sadiq el-Mahdi reali zes that there 
The rank and file of the SPLA is must be a negotiated 3ettlement: The 
from the south, although there are government is trying its best to 
members from the north . negotiate:· Amin said . 
Sadiq el ·Mahdi, head of the ruling ''Mahdi has failed to take a stand 
Umma party, is in a precarious situa· on the issue of negotiation, Batran 
tion in deal ing with the sharia Jaws said . '' He appears to be constrained 
according to Batran . Mahdi is to come forthrightl y with a plan for 
Africa seeks internal 
stability, devel9pment 
By David Abdulai 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
sat~ . that inappropriate ciomcstic .- ~yang also mentioned that, many 
pol1c1es by many African govern- Afncan countries suffer from energy 
~ents le~d to focus on the produc- shortages. Most African countries 
t1on of single crops. spend millions of dollars to import 
.For example, Ghana cocoa is the petroleum products because of 
cash _crop .• in . Gambia it is peanuts skyrocketing prices. 
market prices for its primai'y pro- and in . L1ber1a rubber is the cash Increased petroleum priCes have 
ducts, poP.ulation growth and energy crop. Single crop economies have left adverse effects on transponins food 
problems. These problems have caus- many Afric~n count!ies at the mercy f~om ru~al ~reas to markets and pum-
ed serious consequences in the of natural disasters like droughts and ping dr1nk1ng .,nd irrigatable water 
economic growth of Africa which ~sts, he said. Cummings also men- from bore-holes and dams. It is also 
Africa suffers from extreme contains two-thirds of the world's 11oned that many African govern- the cause of deforestation. 
underdevelopment because of the least economically developed me!1ts hold down prices of Many African homes, according to 
absence of a solid infrastructure countries. agricultural products in the form of Nyang. need ''ftre-wood'' and ''char-
discouraging prospects in agriculture: Cummings said. ''The inadequacy subsidies in order to satisfy urban coal'' for cooking and other domestic 
lack of political stability and shortage of infrasiructure·like feeder roads, populations for political reasons. purposes, and this funher CXJX>SCS the 
of skilled and semi·skilled labour . limited credit extension, workers and Such policies d,iscourage farmers and land to erosion, Nyang added. 
These observations were made by communications results in limited affec1 the growth of the agricultural Kamara, of the department of 
descended from a religious legend. negotiation. ··. Howard University professors production.'' He said that the lack of industry, he said . political science, said that although Sulyman Nyang and Robert J. Cum- major and feeder roads linking one The lack of political stability is an Africa's economic development can ' 
mings, both of the African Studies region of the continent to the other important factor confronting African be attributed to some natural causes 
and Research Center; and Michael has made it impossible to form an ef· economic development, Nyang' said. some of the problems affecting it~ 
Kamara, a professor in the Depart- fective intra-African trade. According to Nyang, ''Economic economic development arc created by 
ment of Political Science, during an Where roads do exist. he said the development has taken place without man and others by constrains of the 
interview on problems cOnfronting conditions are so bad that movements political stability but in most in- imernational system. He said that ex-
African economic development. of ttoods and services from one stances, we cannot have economic pens claim that about 100 million 
Japan readies for impact 
of U.S. economic shift 
i" r·::~ ~ j ;,; :-".a~~::~ tt'jl~'"~i'tj~·· 1:.tfT·1~4~t~on, Africa su~fers from region \._to the other is absolutely development without political stabili- hectares of forest land has been put 
By Daniel 8. Sparks 
Hilltop Slaff Repor1cr 
r' 4.r"
1 
~~k ,p 'th~i~6-.;--~F1'h.:_ ·.}j..~~!? _41sasters, fluctuating world- impossible. ' -.,u." ! into use by man in Africa. et It~ tfta eyW, u ~ '¥"f'it c ,.._,~~ I \ 
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In Japan, April 17th of this year 
the Japanese just might come down 
with their own Pearl Harbor. On that 
day, a 100 percent tariff imposed by 
the Reagan administration on Japan 
takes. effect and promises to take a 
S300 million bite out of Japanese ex-
ports to the U.S. Needless to say, the 
Japanese, upon hearing of the tariff, 
scrambled to try and get it repealed, 
but President Reagan, on the com-
eback trail following the Iran-Contra 
scandal, isn't budging . And 
justifiably so, for Japan has not 
honored an eight-month old agree-
ment on the sales of high-tech hard-
ware, such as semiconductors, 10 the 
U.S. and the rest of the world and 
has refused to open markets in Japan 
for American goods there. They 
reneged on their part of the bargain 
so the president bit instead of just 
barking. 
Exactly where the Japanese went 
wrong. according to published news 
sources, was when they continued to 
''dump'' computer chips here for less 
than what it cost to make them. That · 
is illegal, and besides it is poor 
busjness sense, right'? Wrong. At 
least in Japan it makes sense because 
the government subsidizes industry 
over there, so no matter what, the 
company makes a profit. At the ex· 
pense of the taxpayers that is. Not 
content at just undercutting 
certai.n universities and public 
agencies . 
Such an action would have cost the 
contracted companies about S20 
million but more importantly, if the 
White House had not retaliated, a 
message would have passed that 
Japan had stared the U.S. down 
again. The Japanese did not 'expect 
retaliation and neither did Wall Street 
which registered a third largest drop 
_in history when news got· out about 
1 the opening salvo in a possible trade 
war from Pennsylvania Avenue. 
Exacerbating the situation for both 
sides is an unusually weak dollar that 
got even weaker following news of 
the action . The dollar fell to a post-
War II low of 144.70 yen in Tokyo 
and opened this morning {Tuesday) 
at 145.75 yen. The stock market fell 
80 points in the morning trading but 
started to recover in later transactions 
and at the end of the day the loss 
shaped up to about(,() points. But the 
damage was already done for Wall 
Street which lost S66.7 billion dollars, 
and closed at 2278.41 . 1nsiders in 
Washington Aad been predicting that -
:he stocks would top 2500 points by' 
June and would break the 3000 bar-
rier in the ensuing months . But with 
the opening shots fired in the New 




Around the World 
· Unfortunately, you 
' , can't go on that flight. 
. That privilege is 
nlusic videos, comedy 
' · programs, etc. All ~ming 
at you through a pair of 
serious electronic headsets. 
The Japanese minister for interna-
tional trade and industry. Hajime 
Tamura, said that his country may 
take counter measure if the United 
States does not reconsider plans to 
impose high tariffs on Japanese elec-
tronic goods. 
Japan will seek emergency con-
sultations with the United States to 
resolve the dispute before the tariffs 
take effect. 
The tariff plan wffi impose penal-
ty duties of up to 100 percent on $300 
million worth of Japanese products. 
Police in Johannesburg arrested 
seven men in connection with the 
slayinp of seven black teen-a,ers 
who were in rivalry between radical 
and convervative black forces. 
The seven were arrested in a shan-
tytown near the place teena,er's 
bodies were found. 
The men were supporters of the 
con S'1\·.llive Zulu political movement 
which oppressed anti aovernment 
school boycotts and strikes. 
The _..,.. were affiliated with 
the Unked DaM>111lc Front (UDF), 
the larpst Iepl ~Ilion move-
llllUI la South Afnca. 
Youths on a motorcycle shot and 
killed an Italian air force general in 
Rome last week. 
The Red Brigades leftist terrorist 
group was behind the attack, acor· 
ding to the defense minister . 
The Italian news agency said that 
General Livio Giorgicri was in an air 
force car when two youths pulled up 
alongside his car and opened fire with 
pi!itQls. 
A car bomb ex~losion in Beirut · 
killed seven people and wounded 12, 
according to the police. 
The explosion was the first car 
bombina in Muslim \\'est Beirut since 
.February. ' . 
Amona those killed were a 
Labancsc a.rmy soldier and his 
fumcce, who were in a car next to the 
BMW sedan that police said was 
packed with aboui 16' pounds of 
explosives. 
Thirty-four people have been kill-
ed and 188 wounded in car bombinss 
this year. 
reserved for Richard 
Branson, founder of Vrrgin 
Atlantic. This summer, 
he'll actually be 
attempting to Cl"O$ the 
ocean in a hot air balloon. 
-c And you? If you want 
to fly from Newark to 
l.Dndoil, you'll just have to 
' 
settle for our very in~nsive and 
comfortable Virgin 747 s. • 
• 
Sorry. But while Mr. Branson gets to 
spend three fun.filled days (maybe even 
more) bounf:ing around in a tiny capsule, 
boiling by day and freezing by night, and 
staring endlessly at blinking instrument 
panels and motionless pressure gauges, 
you'll ~ forced to settle for a cc;infortable , 




Can you believe it? 
And while Richard is 
living it up on re-hydrated 
whatever-it-is and yummy 
vitamin supplements, you'll 
have to make do with a 
hot meal, and a snack 
besides. 
And get this. Tu top it off, Richard _ . 
Branson gets to pay over a million dollais 
mo~ than yoli do. 
That's right! Over a million 
dollars more! • 
Some people have all 
the luck, . 
lllke us for all we've got. 
Far _,... 111A1 nu • Orml 1aID112t. lnNlwlbrkC111C2l2)242·1330. 
, 
This text was compiled by Nata/le 
Stroud. Hiiitop Staff Reporttr. • ----------------~-------------:-~----..;._-------
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• 
A systematic path to honor 
• • 
It is no secret. Students at this university 
cheat . n tests, assignments, anything for 
grades. ·t is even an accepted way of life--
cheat-sht ts turn up at most final exams. Why, 
in the 1986 Bison yearbook there is a picture 
of a student reading answers from his sneakers 
during a test. But Howard University is doing 
something about it. That effort should be ap-
plauded, but it does not go far enough in cor-
recting the problem. 
When the Board of Trustees approved the 
Academic Code of Student Conduct recently, 
it moved the issue of academic integrity from 
a single line in the H-Book into a well thought 
out policy on the detection and punishment of 
students who break the rules. It also shifted 
the authority for judging cases from the 
student-faculty judiciary to, what vice presi-
dent for Student Affairs, Dr. Carl Anderson 
called, ''squarely into the hands of the facul-
ty" .. that is a committee of not less than three 
faculty members selected by the dean of the 
school or college. 
The new code deals only with cheating and 
plagiarism. Students should not do either. 
Under its guidelines, any faculty member who · 
discovers an infraction on the code shall get 
supporting evidence and identify any addi-
tional \"itnesses to the infraction and take this 
information to the dean of the school or col-
lege in which the student is enrolled as soon 
as posible after the date of the infraction. After 
getting the evidence, the dean weighs' it then 
notifies the alleged offender of the charges 
against' hini7her and' Che time and place of a 
designated hearing in a timely manner. 
In the ''limited hearing" authorized by the 
code there is no ''due process." The faculty 
member concerned represents the university; 
both sides presents witnesses and supporting 
evidence; neither sipe is allowed legal counsel; 
and the standard of proof is substantial 
evidence. 
The committee decides by secret ballot and 
sends the results and recommended action to 
the dean. The student can appeal, however, 
but the dean will ultimately decide the penal-
ty. The minimum penalty is no credit for the 
course assignment or examination. A more 
severe penalty may be failure for the course 
or suspension from the university can be en-
forced depending on the nature and extent of 
the infraction. 
This code sounds simple enough. Teachers 
who catch dishonest students can take official 
action. But is this any different from what has 
been going on for years. A student is caught; 
the paper is taken away; no grade. There is 
nothing.in this new code to suggest this course 
of action will not continue, . 
But there is one very troubling question be-
ing raised in all this. Where is the student in-
volvement other than being the accused? What 
role do students now play since this new ar-
rangement eliminates the need for the student-
faculty judiciary in judging academic dishones-
ty? This is very much a student problem and· 
solutions will not be found by removing 
students from the process. . . 
One method of keeping students high of the 
idea of academic honest would be the introduc-
tion of an honor system. The University of 
Virginia has an honor code. Their system starts 
at admissions. In order to be admitted students 
must sign a form promising not to lie, cheat, 
or steal. Therefore students are assume to be 
honorable.If a student is accused by a teacher 
or student, disinterested students are appointed 
to investigate the charges.The accused may to 
voluntaryly leave or go before the Honor Code 
Committee which is comprised of student 
presidents from the various schools and col-
leges within the university .A student who is 
found guilty is expelled. 
According' to 'N!athew McCof'inick, presi-
dent of the school. of Engineering at U. Ya, 
about 15 students are expelled or leave under 
suspicion of cheating each year. This sounds 
pretty harsh, but why not a less stringent 
system here at Howard? An honor code would 
simply mean students becoming responsible 
for each others actions. This will not make 
anyone honest, but it would no doubt 
discourage dishonesty. Then, the whole con-
cept of simply "getting over'', which the 
ACSC is designed to change, will in deed be 
changed. Then, the claim that " .. Howard 
holds the pursuit of learning and search for 
truth in the highest regards .. will mean what 
it says''. Then, the Howard community can 
talk about academic excellence.Honesily. 
Improving degreem~atters 
The Master of Philosophy degree is a degree 
'in course' that should be offered to Howard · 
University students who have successfully 
completed all the requirements for the Doc-
torate of Philosophy and have recorded of 
'distinctions prior to writing the doctoral disser-
tation. This M. Phil. should not be designed 
as a terminal degree, but its course re-
quirements should be integrated with those for 
the Doctor of Philosophy in the student's field 
of study. 
The Master of phil. degree was introduced 
by the University of Toronto in 1962. It --:as 
established at Yale Universitv in 1966 as an 1n-
cut1•11nat1ng 1n a dissertation. 
• Usually the requirements for the M.Phil are 
structurally and substantially the same as the 
P~.D , except that it serves as the last phase 
prior to the doctoral dissertation and the 
dissertation's oral defense. The completion the 
M. Phil requirements and stipulations would 
lead to the final stage of the doctoral research 
and writing for the students who wish· to do so. 
Howard University should consider offer-
ing the M. Phil. as a matter of need arid expe-
diency to graduate students who after com-
pleting their doctoral course requirements lack 
the zeal, interest or funds to continue. Such 
students can earn a M. Phil degree. Those who 
Co~mentary 
• 
• Ben Arab 
Hilltop Editorial Colnmnist 
termediate step between the Master of Arts or 
Master of Science degrees and the Doctorate 
' in Philosophy. It usually requires two years 
graduate ·study with a minimum of 48 credits 
of graduate level course work. It is designed 
to encourage students in studies towards the 
doctoral program, and also as a mark of 
progress. 
The Universitie5 that award this degree in 
the United States use it esse11tially to recognise 
prospective doctoral candidates who have suc-
cessfully and expeditiously completed an im-
portant pb•v of graduate work and also have 
achieved a ma.aery of the general field of con-
centration. This m•kes earning the M. Phil. 
automttk after completing all the course and 
cleptrtmental require111eilts for the Ph.D ex-
cept those directly relating to research 
are still interested can earn it both as an in-
centive and recognition of scholastic excelfence 
toward the completion of the Ph.D 
requirements. · 
Students who may not wish to go beyond 
the master's degree bul'-do not wish to study 
for the Ph.D can simply be advised to the seek 
the Master of Phil. instead of wa11i~ Nlf their 
lives pursuing the doct0rtte in Pilosophy. 
Also, those who already earned a M. Phil ,take 
some leave school, and wish to return to com-
plete the doctoral program, should be readmit-
ted into the program and allowed to 'finish the 
final phase(l2 credits) culminating in a disser-
tation. This M. Phil degree will undoubtedly 
help those students who are unable continue 




., .. .. ~ , .~ ... 
Mistakes of middle-class 
Mainstream middle class America 
sets the tone for the rest of the coun-
' t'ry. Its .ideals on everythin& from 
economics to social relations are ac-
cepted as the norm. In attempting to 
make it in this society, the black mid-
dle class naturally follows the ex'im-
ple of the. maipstream. The mi\ldlr 
class is traditionally that segment ot· 
the community which uplifts the rest 
by their bootstraps if necessary. 
A recent survey by professor 
Joseph McCormick of Howard 
University's Political Science Depart-
ment showed that black middle class 
students identified more with white 
middle class than with the segment of 
the black population at Jhe lower 
socioeconomic levels . This can lead 
to dangerous results. 
Presently, America is grieving over 
the group suicide of four youths in 
New Jersey. The feeling is being ex-
acerbated by the upsurge in similar, 
even copycat suicides by teenagers in 
other parts of th'! country. 
The incidents dramatize the grow· 
ing problem of teen suicide which has 
increased sharply in t~e t980s. In 
some instances the average has reach-
-ed over 1600 deaths a year. Evidence 
suggests that it is maiply a middle 
class problem. This is not sup"ri&ing • 
Middle class adults have a hiaher rate 
of suicide tha.n any other aroup. They 
also have a high incidence of 
alcoholism and drug abUse. What is 
the~ rcason for these maladies? Sim-
ple. Their lifestyle. 
Middle class America pushes the 
idea of moneymaking and personal 
achievement over personal relation-
ships. A self-centered, narcissistic ap-
proach to life is this group's defining 
characteristic. Liberal individualism 
is it's motto. 
Yuppies and baby boomers define 
the norms and values of this class. 
During the 1960s, this group rebell-
ed against the existing order in try-
ing to find an objective standard for. 
morality. They Sought to make the 
country live up to its claim of unfet-
tered liberty for all indivlduals.This · 
was apparent in the use of such 
phrases as moral relativism and 
anti~uthoritarianism. . 
Today their children are looked 
upon as being autonomous. Too 
much is taken for granted. In their 
marcissism, middle class parents 
assume their children have no pro-
blcms and fill to pick up on lians of 
cllttraa. Even th<>lqh they say in con-
tradiction these children have a right 
in self expression and such, out suc-
cess has proven that most of the time 
we are· riaht in our decitions If 
children survive. they grow up tO be 
good models of middle class 
A,.crica. Bu't if the alienation 
prevails, they resort to drastic 
measures such as suicide. 
A recent Roper poll showed that 
over a third of the 1000 teenaan-s 
surveyed wished that cOuld spend 
more time with · and talk to their 
parents. It seems realistic to say that 
the results confirm that the teenagers 
feel alienated from their parents and 
would. like to understand. Opening 
up lines of communication and spen-
ding more time with them are good 
ways to do this. , 
It is imponant for those of us who 
consjder ourselves future members of 
the middle class to recognize the 
maladies in the main group · and 
develop a different set of relations 
based on the special situation of 
black people. 
Darrell Morris is a journalism ma· 
jor in the School of Communications. 
-LETTERS THE EDI 
Seeing the light 
Dear Editor, 
After reading the editorial in the 
\larch 20th Hilifop by the staunch 
Calvin supporter, I was amazed to 
find out that here on the campus ' of 
Howard University there s1ill exist 
people unwilling to look al the whole 
picture in an unbiased, objei;tive 
perspective and who write baSed 
purely on emotion and on personal 
opinion rather than with logic, 
ract,and sense. · 
In lieu of this and in all fairness to 
Mr. Keith Taylor. The Hilltop.the 
General Assembly Elections Commit-
tee, and blacks in general, all of 
whom were the subjects of attack in 
Ms. Charleil'e Burgin 's letter, I would 
lik:c. to take the opportunity to rebut 
the letter . In doing so I would like to 
1ddress the real issues as they are. 
First of all, the action taken by Mr. 
Keith Taylor in filing a formal com-
plaint against Ms. Malena Calvin was 
not trivial. This fact is of course sup-
ported by 190 signatures submitted 
by Mr . ... Taylor calling for an in-
vestigation of the recent 
Undergraduate Trustee election-
signatures he obtained in only three 
days. In addition, Mr. Taylor 
repeatedly stated that his purpose in 
taking such actions was not to get 
Ms. Calvin disqualified but to Set a 
policy for future incidents of that 
nature as was reported by the March 
20th Hilltop. 
Secondly. the issue is not whether 
Ms. Calvin's apparent misrepresen-
tation made the difference between 
her victory or Mr. Taylor's defeat, 
but if Ms. Calvin resorted to an 
unethical and unprofessional princi-
ple. I must agree here with Ms. 
Burgin. Ms. Calvin's position in the 
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority did not 
make the difference of 400 voles. 
However, if Ms. Calvin did not feel 
that it made any diffference what-
soever , why then did she repeatedly 
refer to herself as President.? Ms. 
Calvin said she referred to herself as 
President during the campaign 
because she still performed some 
presidential duties. How convenient . • 
I perform the duties of a garbage col-
lector everytime I empty the trash out 
of my apartment just as anyone else 
who believes in cleanliness but does 
that officially make me a garbage 
·collector. 
Ms Burgin also accused The Hilltop· 
Of exhibiting ''blatant Vindic- I 
tiveness'' towar.d Ms. Calvin in their 
March 13 article regarding the 
Undergraduate Trustee elcctidn being 
unofficial. Well in defense of a 
rcmarkafj_!)r improved Hilltop , I must 
say that The Hilltop only did its job 
in providin& objective coveraae bas-
ed on facts.Nowhere did they seek 
any type of \'enaeance (which is what 
the term ' 1vindictiveness'' implies in-
cidentally) toward Ms. Calvin . And 
unlike Ms. Burgin, I am sure th.e 
students who read the article as I did 
saw this to be true. Anyway, what 
purpose would it possibly serve for 
TM Hillttlpto take such an openly, 
harsh position? But let us not stop 
here-. Ms. Burpo also went funher in 
anackina the General Assembly Elec-
tions Coatinec and its chairman, An-
thony Roye. 
Accordina to Ms. Burain, Ms. 
Colvin broke no election auidelines. 
Funhermotc, she stated the E!ectlons 
Committee should haw dilmlslod the 
complaint immediatley and that the 
complaint was no• within their 
jurisdiction. Here aaain, is one in-
stance I must - wi&b Ms. BuraJn. 
Ms. CaMa did - bi11• anJ elec-
tions pldellna. However, what Ms . 
Burgin t'ailed to realize was that the 
reason Ms. Malen Calvin broke no 
elections guidelines was because there 
were none: there was no precedent 
(ie. no one had ever lied previously) 
and two: the• former leaders of the 
Howard student government never 
counted on something of that 
magnitude as ever occuring, conse-
quently nothing was ever put on 
paper to regulate such ai;tions. 
Because of this, I maintain that the 
issue was indeed within the jurisdic- . 
tion of the Elections Committee and 
that Anthony Roye acted properly 
and responsibly. 
But still, it does not end here . Ms. 
.Hopefully this letter has shed some 
light on the previous Calvin sup-
porter editorial. Personally, I fell that 
the entire issue was calmly cooling 
down until Ms. Burgin turned the 
heat up, I will not assume why Ms. 
Burgin attacked so many people 
causing a storm of controvc(sy, I can 
only hope that this letter helps her 
find her way out of the da~kness and 
into the light . 
Michael E. Rodgers 
sophomore 
Pendleton's plight 
Burgin also, for some strange reason, • 
attacked blacks in general by accus- Dear Editor 
ing us or pulling others down when In reading your editor{al on March 
we sec them progressing. And it is ,13, on Clarence Pendleton, the 
here that I make my lg.st rebuttal . l 1Hilltop did art injustice in comparing 
After· reading lhc final paragr8ph Pendleton with Booker T. 
of Ms. Burgin's article, I 1wondered ·Washington. JL.showed a great lack 
first ''what did it have to do with her of understanding of what 
o rginial argument?'' and second, Washington was all about. This could 
''why would she use such a have been avoided by simply reading 
hypocritical example to make a what he had to s.ay. 
point?'' I came to the conclusion that Booker T. Washington was-talking 
her attack on blacks had nothing to about establishing an economic base 
do with her argu1r,ent, so I casual))' for us, African-Americans. It is 
dimissed it as 1 a1n sure anyone else something we didn't have then.and it 
with basic persuasive knowledge did . is something we badly need now. And 
Moreover, when she mentioned Rev. if one were to compare his ac-
Jessc Jackson's remark of referring complishments with what we arc do-
to someone as ''Hymie'' it brought ing now, one would see that we are 
back old thoughts. Whenever I walk moving backward. African-American 
out of my door, my black skin makes business has da.:eased within the last 
me a target for verbal abuse by others JS years. 
(e.g. being called ''nigger''). And Arc new Americans, like those 
because of this and previous ex- newly arrived from Korea, bowing 
pcrience, I know that when blacks are · their heads in appeasement as they 
blatantly disrespected i.n such a man- open their own businesses across th~ 
ner, we tend to respond promptly and nation? 
forcefully. So when Rev. Jackson Your editorial showed that there 
referred to Jews as ''Hymies'' why are sti~I many of u,s at all levels of 
should he not have been the subject education that don t know our O\\'n 
of harsh criticism? It is unjustly history and for the Hilltop to sho,,· 
hypocritical for a group of people this is a shame. 
who them.selves do not take kindly to 
nasty,, stereotypical remarks to call Jon A. DeGraff 
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Poul Long,left,teseorches assignments in H.U.'s undergraduate library.right, Keith Perry soys ''Politics 
is my vocation and avocation." 
Success in the making 
---
Long, Perry seek power posts 
TJ1is is rJ1e fifth in a si.r-part series. \Villi Howard's lradition or academic 
excellence and its number of active, 
successful black professionals. 
De\•elopment Center. He also served 
on the grievance and judiciary 
commitees . By Kimberly Wrighl • 
Hill1op S1aff Repor1er 
Senior Fina'nce major Paul Long is 
''I wanted to be a part of that 
legacy," Long said. And in 1984 he 
receiv~d a Trustee Scholar'Ship to the 
School of Business for his outstan· 
ding academic performance. Since 
then Long has been active in clubs, 
honor societies and various 
Today Long is a member of the 
National Deans List and is listed in 
\Vho's Who in American Colleges 
and Universities. He is also president 
Of Beta Gamn1a Sigma, the honor 
society of the School of Business . 
L011g m:inages to find tiine io co-
cha ir the S.chool of Business High 
School AWafeness program. The 
group urges high school students to 
consider careers in business and to 
a prime candidate for a successful ., 
future. Long transferred to Howard 
in 1984 from North Carolina Central 
University. ...., 
''I wanted a more competitive en-
vironment,'' Long said, ''and I knew 
that Howard would offer n1e that ." 
, Long said hoW he was impressed 
committees. ~· 
\Vhile at Howard he " 'as a member 
of the marketing club, a volunteer for 




All of us are potential blood recipients. 
Most of us are also potential blood donors. 
Whether you 're 0, A, B or AB, if you 're i11 good health 
and weigh at least 110, y9u're the type to be a life saver. 
Please call the Red Cross Chapter near you, 
come to a donor location, apd give and let live. 
American Red Cross 
Blood Services.Washington Region 
JOIN THE HOW ARD UNIVERSITY 
SPRING BLOOD DRIVE / 
Monday, April 6, 1987 & Tuesday, April 7, 1987 
I 0:00 AM - 4:00 PM 
Ballroom - Blackburn Center 
GIVE WHAT MONEY CAN'T BUY 
Sponsored by ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
• 
Bea bl donor. Its a good feeling. 
• • 
• 
possibly attend Howard's business 
school. · 
As a Finance major, · Long is 
primarily interested in commericial 
and investment banking. He is cOn-
fident that his future holds promise 
yet he realizes the career is not 
without its challengcs--cspecially for 
the black male. 
Local call-in service 
aides D.C; residents 
''A number of black men face dif-
ficulties every day in corporate 
America which make it virtually im-
possible for them to perform duties 
effectively,'' Long said. 
''Based on conversations I've had 
with black professionals in the cor-
porate Y+'Orld, '' s3.id Long, '' I've 
come to realize that white corporate 
America isn't the ideal place for 
blacks to remain forever." 
As a result, Long said he will con-
sider alternative career options which 
he believes will be just as rewarding. 
''I plan to explore entrepreneurial 
ventures, become involved in the 
community and possibly return to 
Howard as a lecturer," he said. 
The depressed financial 
predicaments of many minority 
Americans today disturbs Long. He 
thinks minorities should therefore 
seek good professional educations in 
order to achieve upward mobility. 
''Those who study business are · 
able to use those skil'Js to channel 
funds into their own com.munities," 
he said. 
Long also believes a more fervent 
sense of esprit-de-corps among blacks 
will eventually lead to economic in-. 
dependence. ''We should keep the 1 
black dollar in the black communi- · -
ty ," he said . 
Washington D.C. native, Keith 
Perry is an aspiring Politician and 
second year law student at the Ho· 
wa~d University Law Center. 
By Samuel D. Owens 
Hilltop Starr Reporter 
The Families and Children in 
Trouble/ Together, (FACT) Hotline 
allows interested persons to help 
families and individuals in distress 
while working at the 24-hour service, 
according to Joanne Danzansky, ex-
ecutive director . 
The organization, located in the 
'District, gladly welcomes person who 
are willing to ~how a commitment to 
the service and the training that is in-
volved in becoming a volunteer, she 
said. ~ 
I 
quired to Work at least 300 hours dur-
ing the year. The time is scheduled 
over four days a week and one ci1ht 
hour overnight shift. 
OnCe the first year is completed 
any time given is self commital. 
Dia Farquhar, the agcncys public 
information officer and ·a hotline· 
volunteer, said she lrics to sec how 
• 
comfortable an applicant is with the 
idea of handling a crisis phone call 
when she interviews him or her . 
According to Danzansky the 
hotline has over 900 referrals that 
callers can use. ''We try to give them 
at least three different kinds of rcfer-
.rals when they call, '' she said. 
• 
Perry attended Morehouse College 
for undergraduate studies in political 
science and history . There, he par-
ticipated in student government and 
maintained an outstanding G.P .A. In 
1982 he was selected to be among 
Who's Who in American Colleges 
and Universities. Perry also made 
contributions to the Atlanta com-
munity and assisted with voter 
registration. 
Alft Btowa/TH Hilllop 
Joanne Danzansky,starlcling.axecutlve directiir FACT Hatilne wans with 
Dio Farquhar.left, inloi111otion offic• and Judy Rhoit••· counseling 
callers. 
Perry's competence, interest in 
gO\'ernment and love of politics led 
him to study la\v . Perry said he 
se lected Howard because he believes 
in , ••African-Americans suppporting 
African-American educational in-
stitutions," he said. 
During his first year at the law 
·center, Perry was elected class Presi-
. dent.#Hc also worked as an intern for 
Congressman Walter Fauntroy. Last 
summer, Perry' was a deputy cam; 
paign manager for John Gibson's Ci-
ty Council race . 
Perry said, ''As an aspiring politi-
cian, that was an exciting ex-
perience . . . it put me in tolich with the 
movers and shakers of politics in 
D.C. '' . 
Though the service's primary focus 
is on family problems, with the em-
phasis on ch,ild abuse cases, it handles 
a myraid of other situational calls ac-
cording to the director. One third of 
the calls arc child abuse cases, 
another third are repeat callers and 
the rest range from suicide to basic 
needs to rap~c-atJs, she said. All calls 
arc rcfcrrecno1as a ''crisis." 
Danzansky said that the reasons 
people become volunteers at the 
center may be as multiface-tcd as tlie 
·calls they. receive. ·1 •• 1,., • ,.. 
Before taking on the job vol,un{~rs 
receive 65 hours training, according 
to Danzansky. She added that ap-
plicants also undergo an interview 
process which serves to introduce 
1hem to the service. 
In the interview job requirements 
are layed out for the applicant . Ac-
cording to Danzansky after an appli-
cant has been fully trained he is re-
FarQuiiar-·said that most impor-
tantly the volunteer must remember 
that he cannot solve the problem. She 
said the best thing 'he volunteer can 
do is . to put the problem in to 
perspective for the caller . 
''You have to remember that the 
callers are at the end of their rope,•• 
said Farquhar. The volunteers are 
reminded in training that the caller 
never sees them or of(ered appoint-
ments to come to the age~cy. , 
Jt As !for srudertts, F,arqphaf1)$,id 
1hey·St'ftl tlteoric!s learned in class ,eut 
~nto <\Ctjo,n. ''What you learn abOut 
}'oufsc!lf 'is up to y0u1, .. ' she sclid.' 
According to Danzansky the agen-
cy is always looking for volunteers 
and receives 60 calls a day and 22,000 
calls yearly. --
The hotline offers three training 
programs a year. The spring session 
started last week. For more program 
information call 965-1900. Today, Perry is an intern with the Democratic State Legislative Leaders 
Association which is a component of 
the Democratic Natiional Commit-
tee . There, he conducts research on 
reapportionment so that particular 
geographical areas receive govern-
mental representation. F. *Y. *J. 
After law school, Perry plans to 
take the D.C. Bar exam and then 
work as a legal counsel or legislative 
assiistant on Capitt>I Hill while handl-
ing cases at the same time. However, 
he ad1nists he has little intc.iest in 
litigation but prefers politics instead. 
-For You1 Jobs· 
As a black nationalist, Perry said 
blacks should control the economic, 
social and political instiutions of their 
communities. 
As a resident of the nation's capitol 
and future attor11cy, Perry .plans to 
achieve two major goals . 
''My pcrsorial goal is to see that 
D .C. has statehood, or some 
reasonable facsmile thereof, because 
taxation without representation is un-
constitutional,'' H'e asserted. 
Perry also said that his ultimate 
goal is to become the first elected 
United States Senator from the 
District of Columbia. 
AWo 
• 
Psychology and Biolgoy students, 
the National Institute of Mental 
Health is looking for full-time 
students to work 20 hours a week 
during the school term and full-time 
during vacations . The salary range is 
between SS.03. and $6. 16 per hour . 
These ·positions are p'art of the 
Federal Stay-in-School program. 
Contact the state job service or Jean .... 
Barr in the NIMH personnel office at 
496.5337 . 
Minority science majors, · the Up-
John Company has appfoximatley 20 
positions in their student summer 
employment program that arc intend-
ed to provide students with 
laboratory experience in their majors . 
For more information call Patricia 
M. Havens. Pharmaceutical Research 
unity 
( 
MBA •rid BBA Degrtt Propam1: • Accounting ' Finance 
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Employee Relations Specialist, collect 
at 616-385-7873. 
· The Bay Cliff Heallh Camp 
Therapy Cenier for Handicapped 
Children is recruiting summer staff 
for the summer therapy session. The 
program ·will run June 14 to Aug. 9 
and applications arc being accepted 
through the month of April. This is 
a good opportunity for gruaduating 
seniors to gain experience prior to a 
full·time fall position. Postitions are 
aYailable for Hearing Impaired In-
structors, Speech Instructors.Oc-
cupational, Physical, and Music 
Therapists . There arc also counsell-
ing positions available to students 
who haVe completed one year of 
Special Education. Call 
906-228-5770. 
Camp Encore/ Coda is recruiling 
for 1987 summer staff. Posi1ions are 
for Instrumental/ Vocal Instructors 
with competent pcrformina ability, 
group leaders with interest in music, 
Water and Land Sports ll)ld an Qffice 
secretary/manager . All applicants 
should also enjoy working with 
children. Interested persons may con-
tact James A. Saltman, Associate 
Director, 208 Renfrew Street, Arl-
ington VA. 02174 or call 
617-641-3612. 
Internships 
The Thea1re Bay Area Internship 
Program is fillina Position& for 1 
theatre production or administration 
and literary manqement for Fall · 
1987. Application deadline is May I, 
1987. lnlerns are paid a stipend. 
There are also limited opportunttes to 
work as a director's 1ssistant. The 
Thealre Bay Internship Pro,,.... will 
set up informational intervaews with 
the t'-tre commuaity to help Interns 
10 access · the profcsaiooal 1-re 
world! Call 415-621-0427. 
Sophoqiores and JuniOn with a 
mechanical Enp11<c1 Ina bac~nd 
Union Carbide has scvCTll mlcm-
ships (and s11mmer employ+• " op-
ponunitia) available. Send••"" es 
to Ms. Linda Tnmt~ PO Box 
670, Bound Brook, York, 
.onos. ___ _ 






I . The Hill 
Alpert's jazzy tunes 
k~ep followers watching 
By Gile Mlldlell 
Hilltop s1.rr Rc-ponc-r 
The sound effects at the beginning 
of Herb Alpert's latest album Kttp 
Your Eye on Me can be confusing. 
But the music on this album is no 
puzzle. Keep Your Eye on Me is a 
:ontinuous jam except for bit of 
musical blandness at the- end. 
The song received lhc best by tl1e 
airwaves so far is the title cut, ''Keep 
Your Eye On Me'' . Until this song, 
you never knew a trumpet could have 
iO many moods or sound so funky. 
Albert, along with the vocals of Terry 
Lewis and Lisa Keith, keep this piece 
rolling until the end where it goes out · 
" 'i.lh a bang. Lewis and James (Jim-
my Jam) Johnson also produced this 
album. 
''Hot Shot'' is one of Alpert's 
many signature pieces on the album. 
The rolling horn can be heard above 
rhe other instruments saying ''this is 
Herb's song''. ''Hot Shot't di))s and 
~ turns and keeps the listener wanting 
more. 
The next song reminds one of The 
Time's old songs. Playing it brings 
back memories of Morris Day asking 
Jerome for his famous mirror . 
\ 
• 
It is in the song ''Diamonds'' that 
Janet Jackson .steps iri and takes 
'control'. Her dynamic vocals set the 
stage for a later piece which is the 
highlight of the album. 
Some songs can be P.leasant 
reminders of all the little headaches 
in life. That is precisely what ''Traf-
fic Jam'' is. More than one com-
muter has probably been stuck on the 
Beltway listening to tl1is song. ''Traf-
fic Jam'' is beginning to receive 
airplay on local stations like WHUR. 
Alpert's smooth soundina trumpet 
could calm many nerves at 5 ~P.m. 
The next piece is a descent into 
mellowness that only Alpert could 
have originated. ''Cat Man Do'' con-
tinues with the rolling horn but it 
slows the pace 10 another level. It has 
a bit of an exotic sound t~a.t no other 
piece on the album has. 
''Pillow'' starts· the true mellow 
mood. Lewis and Keith provide thi 
vocals, Alpert provides the horn and 
you provide the chilled chmlnpiig11e. 
''Our Song'' seems as though it could 
be dedicated to that special 
somewone. It was produced by 
Alpert and should be on the "Quiet 
Storm'' very soon. 
The highlight of the album IS 
e 
Keep Your Eye O~ Me 
''~!aking Love In The Rain ." 
Jackson, along with Keith, gives it 
style and grace. The song captures the 
total feel of a rainy summer after-
noon. With this piece, Alpert's 
trumpet becomes the carrier of a slow 
and sultry message. This is the type 
song that you don't want to listen to 
alone. 
Alpert picks up the pace a bit and 
takes you on · a ''Rocket To The 
Moon.'' The trumpet and the guitar 
move along a path of smoothness 
unequaled by any song on the album. 
Unfortunately ''Stranger On the 
Shore." is a sad ending for an album 
of this caliber. It's mellowness seems 
monotonous and it begins to wear 
thin on the end. 
I 
Spring ~rocks exhibit color, comfort 
- · 
By K~lli Crouch 
Hilltop S1arr Reporter 
· As spring slowly approaches we alJ 
know a young person's fancy turn~ 
to love, but of course the Howard 
student's fancy also focuses toward 
the latest fashions for spring. 
Old favorites, such as knit dress-
ing will still be around for ladies. 
However, the designs will take on a 
more sophicated look so that they can 
be worn to the office or for a night 
Jn the town . 
""-Ott mater1a1 1s very com1or1ao1e 
ind easy to care for. Knit dressing 
tlso allows the fashion conscious 
Noman to buy several pieces and 
;oordinate them in many different 
.vays. Because these skirts and 
;weatets are reasonably priced, a 
woman can have a new wardrobe 
without bursting her wallet . 
Another attractive t"eature in spring 
fashion is the reappearance of lace. 
Lace is showing up everywhere this 
spring and the well dressed woman 
will' definately have it as a part of her 
wardrobe. 
Lace is popping up around the col-
lar of blouses, sweaters and dresses 
to give the garments and innocent but 
sophis1icatcd touch . We also see lace 






• 10 new film 
By Daelel B. Spt1rk1 
Hilltop Scaff Rcroner 
~following arlick is a commen· 
tary conttmlng the Impact of the 
award winning movk, Platoon. 
At the Academy Awards 
Ceremony Monday, March 30, 
writer-director Oliver Stone Wei of 
his winnina the Orear for his rt1m Pia· 
,_, "JOU an really acknowleClsina 
tbe Vlcbwn veteran, ond I think 
wl 11 you're saJinl is for the fust 
time JOU really understand what hap-
pcc1 II over rt= e.'' 
Well, if the awardlna of four 
• Kw\emy awards to a film OD a war 
is the puae by which one jud&es the 
po1blic'1 undentandina of on issue, 
tbea Slone is ritbt. 
But be isn't, and no amount of 
----·--·- " rums or awarda or ··..........-....... UJ 
makes the skirt take on a prarie look. 
Wherever it is worn, lace adds life 
and another dimension of feminity. 
A neW feature b.eirig seen this 
)Cason is 1he safari look . This new 
fashion statement is characterized by 
, khaki colored clothing, accentuated 
with straw hat s and letather ac-
cessories . Khaki pants, skirts or suts 
:ombined with jungle print shirts 
gives one !he appearance of being on" 
the grasslands of Australia. , 
- . . 
t-"or the career-minded woman, 
suits are no longer copycats of men's 
suts Today's classic business suit may 
come in various styles, but is always 
well-tailored. Fashion conscious 
women have a variety of suits to 
chose from. They may have long 
ski rts with or without buttons in the 
back, knee-length skirts, or fuller 
skins. The jackec will more that likely 
be double-breasted, but its length is 
just as variable as the skirt. 
t ne c1ass1c suit has changed in 
other ways as well. No longer is it a 
boring blue or a. standard pinstripe. 
Today's suit comes in many colors 
and _patterns, some of which would 
have been considered ''not proper'' 
in the business in the pasl, but today 
thev let a woman express her in-
speeches as another Washington 
journalist called S1one's acceptance 
speech, give the public a greater 
wisdom that they did not have 
before. 
What it does signal though is that 
in a respect, the country was ready 
for an intelligent, honest film on 
Vietnam, and thankfully after such 
trip as Rambo was still able to 
recognize one when It came around. 
So the country voted with tickets at 
the box office and word sot around, 
'Hey this is an intelliange fli(lt.' 
Hollywood where the lanBW1ge of 
money surpasses all others heard the 
ringing register bells as well, and the 
public can expect a full spate of Viet· 
nam ''understanding'' films shonly, 
but they wo"n't be Platoon nor should 
one expect another to come along for 
two reasons. One, the country was 
right for this movie and two. Oliver 
Stone. 
The movie going public was given 
a Christmas aift of thoughtfullness 
and pathos which hit like a Mack 
truck. Subtle is not the word to 
describe Platoon, because it's not, the 
sweat, and fear, and aJoom and 
misery of a rain drenched forest of 
despair sits in the viewers brain for 
the duration of the movie. 
But still , their is an unhurried air 
to Slone'• writiq and dlreclloa. He. 
me. ""' .. ...., un one IQ 111111 or lm· 
divlduality while staying competitive 
and respected. 
As for men this spring, colors have 
taken on a brighter flare that is com-
mon with the season. Men's suits this 
spring will be of lighter color such as 
beige or pale grey and paired with 
pastel shirts . These suits will retain a 
businesslike quality without making 
htge well dressed man out-of-date. 
Paisley accessories such as ties and 
suspenders will also be seen on the 
man who cares about how he looks . 
However, suits are not the only 
thing a businessman must wear. He 
can coordinate slacks and a jacket to 
make his fashion statement. 
As the work week end's and the 
weekend dra,vs near the mind shifts 
away from suits and dresses to more 
casual clothing that is not as confin-
ing. This season's casual wear is bold, 
bright and free fitting. 
As always, cotton is the best thing 
for those hot days. It keeps you cool, 
gives you room to move, and is inex-
pensive. For women, fuller skirts and 
sundresses will! be regularly seen. 
Shorts pants and oversized tops 
will be clothing musts for the fashion 
conscious this season for both men 
and women. 
... !'' ····-- · 
. -- . 
ages that the audience can't swallow. 
He instead sets up the boy sent to the 
'Nam,' the platoon and the horror 
that they must wade th~ouah. Not 
rushed, but what seems to be real 
time, agonizing real 1ime as men slog 
through with their packs , endure the 
wait of a three day ambush, or the 
' longer wair' of the Medivac helicopter 
to carrtilway their dead. 
Platoon also got over with the 
public and the Academy is Stone. He 
labored for ten years to get the back-
ing to make his movie, and made 
every inch of film count. Stone 
''humped'' through the war as a 
grunt in 1967. He left part of himself 
in the jungle just as surely as he left 
his imprint on the words and images 
of his picture. 
The ticket buying public is not 
stupid, as Hollywood likes to think 
most of the time, and recoanized that 
Stone did not presume that they were. 
He presented a story in a manner 
that Apoca/yspe Now. and The Boys 
in Company C' tried to grasp years. 
earlier. They failed, but in their 
failure paved the way for the one 
.1ood movie to cot11t alons and take 
the public with it. 
Oliver Stone did just that with Pta· 
toon, and the Academy and the n•· 
tion, thouah not completely eopi· 
•• or Whit 'Nsr• .. ii Closer to 
•lw tntth. whitenr It cry be. 
• 
• 
t ' i I 
• 
• 




He exercises it little more comedic 
talent in Burglar , than in the Police 
Academy sequels, although his roles 
seem very similar. _ _ 
• 
By Gale Mitchell 
Hill1op Stafl Reporter 
commit. The action and the comedy 
- -- begin when Goldberg tries to elude 
Lesley Ann Warren is Dr. Cynthia 
Sheldrake. the dentist who Ooldbeq 
must pull a job for in order to keep 
those gloves from tumina up. Wai:-
ren tries to keep up wit~ the movie's 
comedic pace but fails. She managC9 
to get only one big lauah by stub~ 
ing her foot against Golcfberg's apar\;- . 
ment door. 
Warning! A thief is on the loose in 
your local theater . She is a black 
woman with dredlocks and blue cYes 
who goes by the name of Bernie 
Rhodenbarr a .k.a . Whoopie 
Goldberg. But don't worry all she 
really wants to steal is a few, em-
phasis 'on the few, laughs. 
In Burglar Goldberg is a 
bookstore clerk who moonlights as a 
thief. This woman is able to crack 
safes, disconnect burgular alarms and 
get out of almost any troublesome 
situation. 
Five years ago, Goldberg left a pair 
or rubber gloves on the scene of the 
crime. This mistake comes back to 
haunt her in the form of a croo~ed 
cop. This lovable character, played 
by G.W. Baily threatens to turn her 
in if she does not pull one more job 
for him . 
Unfortunately, . Goldberg's new 
job leads her direCt ly into a trap that 
oins her for a murder she did not 
Students 
• go on air • 
• • 
for PBS 
By Tra(ey Hymes 
' . 
It was lights, cameras, and act~on 
for three Howard University students 
as they participated in a Public 
Broadcasting Station (PBS) program 
entitled, ''Living with Animals,'' a 
show discussing animal life which airs 
Sunday evenings on WHMM Tv 32. 
Doris Arnett, Whittney Brodus. 
and Icy Forbes, who were enrolled in 
a childern's literature class during the 
fall semester fo last year, were 
selected among their classmates to 
read animal literature on this pro-
gram. Their acting careers were 
lauched when a representative from 
Action Line Group, an independent 
production company that produces 
television and radio shows including 
"t. ''Living with Animals,'' came to 
their class seeking volunteers for this 
program. . 
According to Dr. Delores Dicker-
son, instructor of the children's 
lit·erature class, volunteers were ask-
ed to read literature, and selection 
was based on their oral presentations. 
Dickerson explained that a WHMM 
station employee assisted in the selec-
tion process by reviewing the pro-
spective panicipants. Dickerson add-
ed that participation in this program 
would be good exposure for the 
students, giving them 11excellent ex-
perience and a chance to reach out to 
children outside fo the classroom.'' 
Action Line Employee and Pro-
gram ~roducer Gale Nemec aarces 
that student participation is good ex-
·perience, and said that since WHMM 
is a presenter station, meaning its 
name and stamp appear on every 
show, .Howard University students 
are incorporated into the 
programming. 
She explained that Action Line 
Group produces programs and aives 
them to PBS at no charge. Public 
Br0adcasting Stations can then 
record these shows and air them to 
fit their schedules, she -said. 
Ecology 
From Paae 2 
' . 
operation every Tuesday and Thurs-
day from 11:45 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 
One advantage of eatina in the 
small cafeteria, located on the secon~ 
ground floor of Human Ecolo&Y, is 
that the food is tu free. llelltrice 
Okonkwo, a junior ma,iorina in 
Dietetics said, "On really aood days, 
we serve about 30 to 50 people." 
The other, and areatest, advanll&< 
is that the food is nutritious ond 
delicious. Dr. J.1mes Adkins, pro-
feuor and chainnall of the Depart-
ment of Human Nuirfdon and Food, 
said, "The ara&at advatltafe to the 
propam II tbtr IZtllle•ll• an ilMIV· 
• tn every p"9w of i'l\IZ•l<in. la EZI) 
view it's really not a cafeteria but I 
laboratory.'' 
. . -
~er pursuers and 
innocence. 
The character disguises Goldberg 
uses have been seen before in her · 
HBO special. The gags, includit11 
Goldberg's craftiness and a comical 
chase scene down the streets of San 
Franci~o have been seen before in 
many other movies. 
Eddie Murphy has played 
characters with the same type of cun-
ning in his movies. Goldberg's old 
comic magic, however, shines 
through the clouds of repition for a 
few good laughs. , 
Unlike her previous movie, Jumpin 
Jack Flash, the supporting cast 
doesn't leave Goldberg totally alone. 
Comedian Bob Goldwait stars as 
Goldberg's friend Carl Heffler and is 
the owner of a poodle grooming ser-
vice. Goldwait, a sort of punk Pee 
Wee Herman, always sounds like is 
about to cry. · 
Goldwait, also like Goldberg has 
also done an HBO comedy speci&I. 
Bailey··as the crooked cop does a 
fair job with the role, but he does not 
provide the film with any real la••ahs. 
Director Hugh Wilson does a f""!I 
job in keeping the movie orpn•zed. 
He "!a• tbe director of the first Pb/Jee 
Academy and has worked with televi-
. sion's Easy Street and WKRP in Cm-
cinati. Burglar. was much better 
directed that the choatic Pollet 
Academy. 
The major fault of the movie 
Burglar lies within the writina 
which keeps the laughs uneven and 
leaves a lull in the comic action. The 
most humorous scene takes place at 
the end of the movie. At this point, 
people arc wondering why they sal 




The SMART MOVE! 
PREPARATION FOii: 







A New Familiar Name 
In An Old FamiUar Place! 
' 
Excitement builds as construction crews put the finishing touches on 
Marriott's ncwcat Bob's Biel Boy Restaurant! Soon to Qflln, 0. Virginia 
Avenue Howatd Johnoon l.totcir LodQe, Bob's Big Boy ii ~ r.c:oplo 
ing full & Plfl·time applications for the following poo«ions: 
•COOKS 
•WAITERS/WAITRESSES 
• UTLJTY PERSONNEL 
•BREAKFAST/SALAD BAR ATTENDANTS 
• CASHIERS/HOSTS/HOSTESSES 
As one of America'• moet aucc11aful fukervice rwuranta, Bab'a ~ 
Boy can otter dNE - gm' INT •CCIII ... -ta• llCUJU 




APPLY IN PERSON 
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· *April 4, -April 11, 1987* f 
. ~ 
+ Battle of the Dorms Saturday, April 4 • H.U. (William Henry 
11 :00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m. Greene) Stadium 






+chapel Service Sunday, April 5 Andrew Rankin Chapel 
+ .open House 
• 









11 :00 .a.m. • 12:30 p.m. 
Monday, Aprll 6 
10:00 a.m. • 5:00 p.m . 
Monday, Aprll 6 Through 
Th~rsday, April 9 
7:30 p.m • 
• 
Friday, Aprll 10 
7:00 p.m • 
• 







All Residence Halls 
' 
• 
All Residence Halls 
-I 0 
Ballroom, Armour J • 
Blackburn Center 


























Bison lose on road trip 
By David Dacosta 
Hilltop Starr, Rcponcr 
The HoWard Unversity baseball 
team experienced a very diaspointing 
road trip. The team compiled a 
record of 3 and 8. Howards head 
coach Hinton was pleased with his 
1eams performance considering the 
calaber of the teams they were play-
ing.'' We learned an awful )ot, we 
played some good teams.'' Its tough 
to go down there and play on the 
oposition field · and win a lot of 




eluding a three run homer. Brent 
McCoy went 3-4 with two runs 
"Scored. Others with good games were 
Glen Abraham (2-6 RBI) this includ· 
ed. a three run homerun. Cluey 
Hargrove had a solo homerun in the 
third inning, and Erik Nelson had 
two hits with two RBI . 
Armstrong state won the second 
game 15-4, State broke open the 
game in the bottom of the 4th scor-
ing 10 runs 6 unearned. Howards on-
ly bright spot was outfielder lyle 
Henry who had a three run homerun. 
The team then traveled to Macon 
Gel . to play Mercer University. The 
Bison lost both games, Howard was 




homered, James Baynes also 
,homered, Erick Nelson who was 2-3 
with two runs scored, and by Gus 
Johnson who had 2 RBI. 
Howard had a dismal performance 
against Georgia Tech. The Bison 
were limited to two hits as Howard 
had their poorest showing of the 
season loosing 11-0. 
Howard bounced back to take two 
games from North Carolina A&T. 
James Baynes hit a two run homer in 
the top of the fifth to put the Bison 
ahead to stay as they went on to ~in 
7-2. The Bison scored their first run 
when Kevin Ringgold walked and 
scored on a double Mitch Smith (2-3). 
A great individual effort allowed 
Howard to score their second run . 
Glen Abraham singled, stoic second, 
and third .and scored on a sacrifice fly 
by Baynes. In the fifth inning 
Abraham singled and as on board 
when Baynes hit his homerun: 
Howard scored tWo runs in the sixth. 
Smith doubled and scored and error 
that put Abraham on sccQnd base. 
Abraham then scored ot1a double by 
Gary Hayles. Cluey Hargrove capped 
Howards scoring with a solo home 
run . 
Jerome Bracey pitched seven inn· 
ings allowed 3 hits. I earned run 
walked 3, and struckout five to get 
the win . · . 
Howard scored three unearned 
runs in the top of the first inning 
which proved to be enough as they 
went on to win 10-2. Glen Abraham 
was 1-3 with 3 RBI to lead the Bison. 
Brent McCoy had an excellent game 
going 2-4 with I RBI and three runs 
scored. Other productive hitters were 
Gary Hayles 2-2 with 1 RBI and 2 
runs scored. James Baynes was 2-3 1 
RBI I run scored. Mitch went 2-J I 
RBI I run scored and Anthony Bar-
rett had. a homerun. 
Mel Misc in his first start went five 
innings to get his first win . Misc 
allowed 4 hits 2 runs, he walked 3 and 
struckout 1 . 
Vln(ent V•len1lne/The Hllllop 
Mitchell Smith -· for the long boll -in1t o.lowoN yo1tenloy. 
Howard went back into its slump; 
the Bison lost a double header to St . 
Augustine College 4-3 and 10-0. In 
the first game the Bison were limited, 
to five hils. St . Auaustine iCOred >. 
run~ and came f om ~_mnd in th~ 
fourth and held on to win. lit fhC..se, 
cond game St. Augustine held the 
Bison to 4 hits and coasted to the win 
ending a very dismal week . 
l ••our pitching is no,t that strong', 
~nd when Glen (Abraham) went 
down with an injury it caused our 
· rotation problems it never got out of 
the whole weCk we were do.wn 
there . '' 
The Bison played a double header 
against the University of Illinois 
Oticago. Howard won the first 
gamebut lost the second 4-2. 
Kevin Ringgolds 2 run homer in 
the top of the fifth powered the Bison 
to 7- 1 win . The game was score s 
in the fifth when shortsto ren 
McCoy (3-4, IRBI) singled nd w 
brought home by Ringgold 
homerun. Gary Hayles {l-3) 1he 
doubled and was brought home..by 
Erik Nelsons double . The Biss 
scored four runs in the top of ih 
seventh. Hayes opened the innin \ 
with a double and Nelsbn walked. 
Mitch Smith (2-4) then singled Hayles 
home. Arnold Gaines then singled in 
Nelson. McCoy t-hen knocked in the 
Bisons final run with a single. 
dien Abraham pitched seven inn-
ings, scattering 7 hits aJlowed I earn-
ed run, 4 walks and struck.out S_men 
to get his 4th win . 
In the second game, the Bison 
scored their runs in the bottom Of the 
seventh, but UIC, which was leading 
2-0, scored two runs of its own half 
of the inning to seal the victory. 
The Bison then fount the going 
tough, they lost their next five games. 
Howard lost a double header to Arm-
strong state College (25-S). The first · 
game was an exciting high scoring af-
fair that saw Howard lose 13-12. The 
Bison run production• was led by 
James Baynes who had 4 RBI in- _ 
route to a 1-0..1 lost . 
Jn the second game, Mercer scored 
the winning run in .tbe bottom of µte 
last inning with two out , they won 
S-4 •. Go-e_d, offensive peformances 
were turn~ in by Gary Hayles who 
1987 Summer Session 




Tei111 I, May 18-June 23 
Term JJ , June 29-August 4 
UNC·CH offer'$. durlnQ rwo S'A·wtek 1erms, 
on..: ol lhl: lariUt summer p«>irams In !he 
Uniled Stata. Oller 700 cowsa are sched-
\.ded In 38 disciplines. A typical course load 
- ti two 3-Hmatu·how classes In uc:h 
"""· for summu vistt.lnQ students• , ow ~Open 
Admissions Polk:y'. (admission wilhout 
haYtnf to 1ubml1 tr•nsatpts. tat K01U. 
etc.) malta poutblc !he opportUnlty for 
ltUdencs &t>m • ll9ricty ol ~ to 
attend UNC·CH. 
The State ol NOfth Carolina. known for Its 
bu.utlful mountains and Ailantk Ocun 
bucha, abounds In ~onal K!Mtla 
thro1Jahout the 1ummu. In fact, lhc U.S. 
Summer ()tympla wW M hdd on UNC-CH 
and other nearby unMrsl!y campusa. In 
addition, the American O.OCe fatlval Is In 
lhearau-U. 
*This admission doa not ohlltl'tc lhc 
Univetstt.y to HtW these 1tudents chJrtna the 
--· 
---------------------------------~--------------
Plusc send the catak>Q and application to: 
Name ____________ ________ _ 
Sttut ___________________ _ 
CHy G State ____ ZIP _ ___ _ 
llaU to: S«'"'nwt S111loa. 102 PabodyHllU Q37A 
Chlpc1HW,NC27514 orTelephf'4': (919) 942-1009 
CM/EEO-) 
' 27 
~ ..................................................... . 
BRIGHTEN YOUR SPRING WITH 
' 
A SUIT FROM LOGAN'S 
Herringbone. Tweed, Gabardine, Camelhair. 
Cashmere, Wools, MORE, MORE, MORE .... 
LOGAN'S ANTIQUES 
Collectable & Heirloom 
Sales & Rental 
NEW SHIPMENT e JUST ARRIVED 
SINGLE & DOUBLE BREASTED SUITS 
DRESSES FOR THE LADIES 
This shop Is loaded with all kinds of g~les, dolli.ioys china, 
brllaa, copper, trunks, bottles, furnlturll laded and ataJned 
glaae. photos, tflea, tube, doors, sinks, hardware. celling Ugh~ 
memorabilia, and ladle's "vintage" clothing. • 
TO% Discount with student l.D. 
3118 Mt. Pleesent St .. NW Wash., DC Telephone 483-2428 






' Yohnnlo Shonbou,,.. 
' 
···-----------~ 1J· By Martin Hansberry 
Hilltop Slaff Reporter 
' For the past ten years a man short 
in stature, but tall in desire has walk· 
ed back and forth along side or the 
Howard University swimming pool 
encouraging his swimmers to be the 
~t. Head swimming coach Yohnnie 
Shamourger has decided that this 
year would be his last year coaching 
at Howard. 
Shams, a nichnarpe he picked up 
over the years, attributes his exit as 
coach to his com~titive instincts . 





'Shams' to leave 
' 
new job in the area of computers (his victories at Blackbum Naitionals. He 
ori1inal field was eduation) Sham· also has po11ed many winnl111 
bour1er felt the desire to become one SCllSQns and has produced m•ny Tri-
or the best immedi8>llcy. Becomina State champions a1 well as 
the best would demand more time contenders. 
thus would be unable to truly fulfill When Shanu took over the reips 
his position as head coach. "It would or the swimmi111 pr"F.am thinp tld 
be easy to get the check, but that's not look very promuina. So, wlw 
not right. I'd be cheati111 the people Shambour1er had in mind wu to 
I love most," said Shams. establish a prt11ram that Howad 
Shambourger who is from North University could be proud of. In the 
Philadelphia was introd1K:ed to swim- trasition period, grades were low and 
ming through the Y .M.C.A.. the team was small. Four people to 
Although he playcd 'm&lhy Sports he be exact. Formci atheletic director 
found that he excelled at swimming. Mr. Miles contemplated droppina the 
Shams s~id that his most satisfying '" program. Eventually Shams built ap · 
aware as a swimmer came early in his the program making it a proaram 
career in th form of a viCtory in the that only Howard could be proud of 
SO yard brcastroke at the Y .M.C.A. but also the entire Washinaton area. 
Regional~. His swimming career con- Shambourger feels that he has 
tinucd throuah junior high school, created a strong foundation for the 
high school, and college. After en- next coach to continue buUding on. 
ding his career here at- Howard he With only two graduatina seniors, a 
became a successful tri-athelete. strong young team, and a great 
Shambourger began his ·coaching 
~arecr while working at pools as a 
lifeguard. He later began coaching 
AAU Swimming (now called USS 
Swimming) at the club he once swam 
for called the Tiger Sharks. Later, 
Shams.started coaching at Howard as 
the assistant coach in 1976. In 1977, 
one semester later, he fufilled his 
dream to be coach. 
Shambour.gcr has been named 
coach of the year nu~erous times for 
recruitment, hC feels he is leaving the 
team in great shape. •· 
Shambourger says that onC thing he 
had to work around was pool 
control--or lack of pool control. 
Shams said. ''When your tryinJ to 
produce a national championship 
team. you need control of the pool 
time. It is simpJe, great teams have 
control of the pool time. good teams 
have an everyday schedule, and poor 
teams Ret in when and where they can 
fit.'' 
hurts tennis teams 
• 
--- · in the first set, came back in second Pearl McLeod (6-0; 7-S). Captain 
By Darlent Ellis and got rained out in the third,'' said Heidi Linzau had a close match but 
Hilltop S1arf Reporter Major. lost in the third set (3-6, 6-4, S-7). In 
--- - - . Other matches were won by doubles Linzau and Mcleod paired 
Match toughness became ve~y 1m- sophomore pobby Bryant (4-6, 6-2, to win (6-1, 6-t). · 
portant to the men and wom,en s ten-, 6-I) and the doubles pair or Bryant Other losses were against Gilford 
n1.s teams las~ week on their_ spring and sophomore Kenneth Lee (6-2, (0-8), nationally ranked Furman (0-9) 
tnp to Geor~1a, Nonh Carahna and 6-I). · and N.C. · Charlotte (0-9). 
South Carolina. The men lost against Furman (0-9). ''We didn't lost a match with lack 
.The.men _had a record of 3-4 on the Moorehouse (3-6), Armstrong (0-6) of spirit or lack of hustle. Lack of cx-
tr1p with wins over S.C. State (4-~). and St. Augustine (7-2). pcricnce is working against them,'' 
N.C. A & T (9-0) and Johnson Smnh said Strickland. 
(8-1). Every year it' comes down to us The women's tennis team had a 
and them at the MEAC: everybody record of 1-4 on the trip with a 9-0 The men have their' next match 
gave 110 percent, it was really a team win against North Carolina A & T. away against Hampton on Saturday 
effort," said Joe Major, senior. Rain interrupted a match at South and then there is a doubleheader 
Major won his singles match 6-2, Carolina State and the women lost, Monday aaainst Delaware State at 2 
1-S and..paired with Sbawn Bowen. s.J. Si.nalc:s _w_sr~e won~bY. f.reshman_ p.m. at Banneker High School's ten-
• ~ju~n~io;r~·~in;;.:d;ou;b;l;e•~· -·~·w;;.;:,e~w~e~rc~d;o~w~n:;_K~ef;;jlley~W~i~ls~~~n~(6-,;,.;;3~,~6-~3~),~a~n~d~se~n~i~f~r~~iS~c-au~s-.~· ~--~~~~~--. : 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY CHOIRS AND BANDS 
• 
The Howard University vocal and Instrumental programs offer to 
the music major and the non-music major a tremendous opportu-
nity for continued musical growth. Th se students enrolled In the 
university may elect from a full range f ensemble activities. Atten-
~tlon Is given to exposing students t repertoire of challenge and 
substance, with emphasis upon high rformance standards. 
Students majoring In music, and those with an amateur's Interest In 
the field, wlll find a challenglng program of Instruction In all areas of 
perfo~ance as well a.s In compo~ltlon, music education, music 
theory and music history. Students are encouraged to elect studies 
that will advance their degree program and to explore other areas 
of music and other arts whlle In residence at Howard. · 
University Choir Marching Band 
Chapel Choir Concert Band 
University Colleglum Orchestra 
University Chorale Jazz Ensembles 
Chamber Ensembles Pep Band , 
Private Instruction Is avallable for Jvoices and Instruments (Includ-
ing classical guitar) for one or two semester hours of credit Instruc-
tion Is offered for levels of ablUty from beginning through advanced. 
For more Information contact the Depa1b1oc:nt of,M11slc. 
• 
Grant· In-Aid avallable for selected students ( 12-trumpets. 4-
sousaphones, 6-barltones, 6-trombones, 2-percus51ons, 8-
11aeUophones, 2-oboes, 2-bassoons, 4-&endt homs). · · 
For additional Information please contact: · 
James Weldon Norris. o. Mus 
Director 
Ofllce of CholiS and Bands 
































''How can Howard University 
raise housing costs when we arc liv-
i11g in rooms that are not as well kept 
as rhey should be . A prime example 
is the Quad. where we have lived 
\Vithout running water for weeks and 
that is definintely considered 
\\'asleful . In addition to housing. why 
should Howard raise tuition when the 
federal government is cutting back· on 
''I feel that the housing and tuition ''Taking into consideration the 
raises are unwarranted. I would have amont of money paid to attend other 
no problem paying higher rates if im- universities, I cannot complain about 
provements in dorms and university the tuition increases. However, 
service would improve also. The serious renovation must be done 
dorms have become so bad that before Howard should cve-r consider 
because hf the increase many students increasing housing tuition.'' 
are choosing to stay off-campus. It . 
has become just as easy to stay in a 
house. 
•••••••• 
fina'ncial aid.'' . 
............................................................... 







GRAdUATE STUdENTS pLEASE COME 
ANd ATTENd TltE GRAdUATE 
STudENT CouNciL ELEcTioN MEETiNG ON 







DISCUSS JOBS AND INTERNSHIPS 
ON CAPITOL HILL ' 
• 
With representatives from the of·fices of: 
Sen. Kennedy(D-Mass.) . 
Sen. Metzenbaum (D-Ohio) 
Sen., Levin (D-Mich.) 
' 
4:00 PM Hilltop Lounge, 
Blackburn Center 
A BRIEF RECl;PTION WILL FOLLOW 




Collaborators or Liberators?'' · 
. 
-
A Panel Featuring: · 
S.E. Anderson, Author of the con-
• 




Todd Sfiaw, Student and Coor-
, 
dinator of Black United Youth 
Mack Jones, Professor of Political 
' 
science ~ Howard University · 
( 
' 
Tuesday, April 7, · 1:00 PM SoCial Work 
Auditorium 
JllQNSORED BY: IU <tCK UNO'ED YOUTH. HUSA. AND THE 





The Hilltop/Friday •. April I• 1'!? ,w 
·Bow do you feel about tuition · 
I 
and housing increases? 
Roslyn M. Lewis 
History 
Junior 







Mon clalr, N.J. 
Clleryl A. Be•-
BruHc:•f' Jou1111 Usm 
Sopilomoft 
Cola•bla, Md. 
''I have been at Howard Universi-
ty for three years and the housing 
situation has gone from bad to worst. 
Tuition has been raised every year, 
but 1 do not know where our money 
is going. It is definitely not going 
towards better housing for students.•• 
''My feeling about the housing and 
tuition increase is that it is totally un-
fair considering that black univer-
sities and black students arc beina 
hardest hit by the cuts in financial aid 
and student loans. Also, Howard 
University housing could use a lot of 
improvement it the prices are going 
to rise.'' " 
· ''I feel that the housing and tuition 
increase is ridiculous. Everytime one 
turns around, Howard University is 
increasina the fee on somethina new. 
What is Howard doing with all of this 
mon&? Arc they really putting it to 
good \USC? Some dor1nitory Ctmdi-
tions ¥C tight and a lot of the dorms 




' INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN THE 
BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS OF ANY OF 
THE SCIENCES? 
You MAY bE iNTERESTEd iN TkE TWO-YEAR, Fully ruNdEd ADAMHA-
MARC UNdERGRAdUATE RESEARCh PROGRAM which pRovids: . 
Full YEAR STipENd • SpEciAl PREpARARTioN foR CRAdUATE School 
. . 
TRAvEl TO PRofEssioNAl. MEETiNGS • SUMMER RESEARch INTERNship 
• T uiTioN ANd FEES • ANd CoMpUTER UsEs 
INfORMATioN ANd ApplicATioN FoaMs ARE AVAilAblE iN ThE DEpARTMEN 
of Psychol~y, ZooloGy, SocioloGy, ANThRopolGy, School of SociAl 
WoRk, ANd ThE CollEGE of -LibERAl ARTs=-:-
OBTAIN AND COMPLETE YOURS TODAY!! 
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE APRIL ii, 1987 ' 
. , 















Lecture and question/answer period 




• ••• • 
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."9 IJ The Hilltop/FrKloy, April 3. 1987 ) 
GIAlllL 
. . . -- - . 
It's Coming ... An Affair Not To Be Missed 
Tiii I ... 11 of Alpha Cliapter 
Dehl sia- Tllel1 Sorority, Inc. 
present their 
15th Annual Playboy Coboret!I! 
Friday, Apri l 10, 1987 
at the Washington Marriott 
9 p.m. - 2 o.m. 
More details to come. 
• 
?D.S.T.- Driver's Special Training? 
lntel'ested in a b1omedicol research 
career????? Then the Marc Honors 
Undergraduate Tro1ni119 :· ~ram is for 
yoU . Participants ore provided with a 
12-month stipend of S500 to attend o 
professional meeting. arid modest sup-
port for research materials . Application 
and odd1tionol 1nformotion may be ob-
tained from the deportments-of Zoology 
and Botany (Rooms 126 and 124, .E.E . 
Just Holl) or the Office of the Deon, Col-
lege of Liberal Arts Rm . 101.t..oc~e Hol l 
Deadl ine for receipt of all applications: 
Apnl B, 1987 
Word Processing . Mult iple letters .• 
resumes, rT'Onusc ripts, reports. thesis 
and much more. Professional , timely and 
reasonably priced! Student discoun t 
ovo1 loble. 547· 5134 . 
The Boho"t Club is sponsoring a slide 
show presentation entitled : ' 'UNIVERSAL 
RELIGIOUS IMAGERY" Dote, Tuesday. 
Apr;I 7. 1987 
Time 8 :00p .m. 
Place: Gollefy Lounge, Blackburn Center 
Admission : Free 
Refreshments w ill be served. 
~·~~~~~~.......,~~~ 
Goho'i s or fr iends of the Baha 'i Faith 
Please write : The Baha' i Club. P.O . Box 
487 (Campus Moil) or co ll Ms . Coley at 
726-5909 
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS 
COMMITTE CONGRATULATES THE 
WINNERS AS FOLLOWS, 
Undergraduate Trustee-Ma lena Colvin 
Graduate Trustee· Jeffrey P. Jones 
We wou ld like to thank all of those w ho 
haven ' t already been thanked , for oil of 
your help . Thank you . 
The 1987 General Assembly Elections 
Committee : 
Anthony Roye. Chairman, Valerie Con· 
nody, Operations Manager 
Morc10 Solomon, Secretory. Marvin 
Corter, Public Relations 
T~e Progressive Underground would li ke 
to cordrally encouroge-oll 1nvited Parties 
to 1oin for ''EBON Spring' ' Wednesday 
April 8, 1987. Tracks DC 80 M st . S.W. 
9·until Entry 9· 12 only . Come Early. 




·N.O.B.u .c .s., Week---------April 61h-
April 11th 
OUr Gnerotion. , . Our Challenge .... 
Mon ........ Variety Show Crom ton 
Auditorium 7 :00 p .m 
- Tues ....... "Tolk Show'' on Mole--Femole 
Relationships School of Archilecture Aud. 
6,30 p.m. 
Wed ........ Black Economics ond Self-
determinotion School of Social Work 
Aud. 6,30 p.m. 
Thurs .... .. Cultural N ight School of Ar-
chitecture Aud. 6:30 p.m . 
Fri ........ Party in the Punchaut Blackburn 
Center 
The Virgin Islands Student Association 
wi ll meet on Friday, l"lpr113 at 6:00 p.m. 
in Douglass Holl Room 116. Deposits for 
Sweatshirts will be token . 
The Department of Economics will be 
sponsoririg ·i ts Fourth Annual dlnner-
Lecture 1n the Founders Ballroom at the 
Howard I.fin, April 24, 1987. The spon-
sor w il be Dr . William Dority, Professor 
of Ecnomics, University of North Carolina 
and immediate post-present president of 
the Notional Economics Association . 
Cockta il hour begins ot 6 :00 p.m. Din-
ner begins at 7 :00 p .m. Tickets ore 
$25.00 a person . For additional informo-
11an, please coll 636-6780. 
FREE FREE FREE FREE 
POOL P.lRTYlllFRIDAY, APRIL 3. 
19B7 7- lOpm 
AT BURR POOL 
SPONSORED BY THE HU SWIM TEAM 
BLACK NATIONAL CHAMPS I!! 
COME GET WET WITH US!!! FREE 
FREE FREE FREE 
ln appreciation of the support by its many 
customers, TAJ Book Service's Tim 
Jones, Notary Public , is offering Free 
notary services to all its c~stomers . 
To all elected U.G .S.A . Representatives 
and udergraduote student councils vice-
pres1dents elect : The election for the 
U.G.S.A . executive board wi ll be held . 
Tuesday, Apri l 7, at 6 :00p.m. in the 
Blackburn Center Forum Room. Please 
contact U.G .S.A . at 636-6918 for fur-
thf;r details. 
Get In to Shope for Summer! 
l ose weight safely and effectively 
Call, 722·LHLT TODAY 
ATTENTION A ll Pre-Meds : 
The SNMA Nott0nol Pre-med Conference 
will be al the Ba ltimore '' Hyatt'' Satur-
day Apr1l l8! Open to alt pre--meds. get 
1n formation on conference '' fee waiver' ' 
from USNMA officers! 
lessons al the Civil Rights Mo"ement--
Block l iberation Through Socialist 
Revolution ! Spartacus Youth class. Satur-
day. Apr il 4, lp .m .. Room 150 





Current and Newly Elected General 
Assembly Reps . 
On Wednesday, April 8, and April 18. 
at 7 :00 in room 116 Douglass and in the 
Undergraduate Library Lecture Room." 
respectively, the lost two Generdl 
Assembly meetings wilt be held. These 
meetings will be transitional but ii is im-
portant that current reps. attend as well 
because we ho"e important business to 
discuss. 
The Society of Women Engineers presents 
a lingerie fashion show on Friday, April 
17, 2:00 p.m ., Bethlr'~ f.i:ill . Free AD-
MISSION. Ouestions'f Ca!, 636-1806 . 
The School of Human Ecology Presents 
the eleventh annual scholarship, honors 
and awards ceremony on Wednesday, · 
1'1pr1I Bat 12 :00 p.m. in the Human 
Ecology Auditorium . All ore invited to 
attend . 
---- --
The Ladles of Alpha Ch1pter, 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., 
present 
A \'ante Garde 
Friday, April 10. 10 p.m .- 2 o .m. 
at the Capitol Hilton Hotel 
$10 in advanced, S 12 at the door . 
Free buffet and cash bar . 
Semi-formal attire . 
CLASSIFIED 
COMPUTERIZED TYPING--Theses , 
Statistics, Resumes. and more. Coll (202) 
265-2540. 24-hr. recording . Ca lls 
returned prompt ly. 
" STUDENTS! EARN EXTRA MONEY! " 
Became a "STUDENT CONSUL TANT" 
and sell Block-owned mode haircare and 
co:;;metic products . OR buy at almost 
wholesa le prices. Coll 232-0939 oft . l 
p .m. 
Students!! ! Faculty!!! 
CASH PAID FOR USED AND UN-
WANTED TEXTBOOKS WITH RESALE 
VALUE - TIM JONES TAJ BOOK SERVICE 
722·0701 . SUPPORT A STUDENT 
ENTERPRISE . "IT SOUNDS RIGHT" 
Looking ou t for the REAL Wove, Surf 
Howard is Bock catch i t ! 636-0459 
GOING TO CHICAGO FOR THE 
SUMMER? Chicago Express Moving 
Co. w1 I pick up on ddeliver Your fur-
nishing to Chicago qu1ckly and safely at 
es~ro specia l ' 'college st ud~nt "' discount 
pr1tes at the close of the spring semester . 
Suitcases, trunks, boites, televisions, 
bicycles. you name it . Sot1sfoction 
guaranteed !!! You must coll Mr. Hunter 
now for more inlormot1on or to reserve 
space . 879-3515 or 330-1819 . 
APRIL 8,9, 10 1.~0~A;::M~· ~4~PM-=· _...;:Gr;;;.°';.;-;;;.llld;;;..;.Floor-..,; • ..,e.,1ac:r-kbu='-n•Ce"""-nt""e-r _ 










AFRICAN ROYAL HAIROOS FOR LADIES 
Of ELEGANT FASHIONS 
For the famous Cleopatra Royal hairdo 
and other Afrij:on royal hairdos including 
wrapping, twisting, cornrowing , broids • . 
coils. etc at REASONABLE PRtCES:.coll · 
291-3004. 
2 unit Bldg for sale each unit hos 2 BR, 
LR, DR. Kit, PA1Porth. Sept-metered . 
HABITAT R.E. 232-3973 
Still looking for information rego •. j in9 
Chomp Cookies ... Contoct Howard at 
636-0459. Howard Wonts Ch lmp 
Cookies. 
David, 
SPELL BOUND! ... Situation -1 IN-
QUISITIVE? ... SitUotion -2 Actions don't 
always speak louder than words, 
so ... COMMUNICATE. 
Royal Crown Kola 
- , 
Travis P .. ~ 
You waited to long to clean up your 
mess . (CA) The g~ little boy act is not 
going to work THIS TIME. We're wot- . 
ching you . 
9-A-84 (DKC) 
Football season is over now! So, 
whote\ler happened to the . football 
lessons? Better yet, teach me about 
baseball, I've memorized leftfield. 
Homegirl: Double-Standard-Dono 
Miss T rocey Hymes: 
Happy 21st Birthday. Sis! In seven more 
minutes you con do the some for me. 
right? Your suprise is coming very 
soon . .. 
Love, ''Trin ' ' 
STANK 
I' m really sorry that we cannot be 
together. I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH! tl 
To, THE SUPREME DEAN · 
Your love and support mode my iourney 
into DELTA LAND that much easier . .. 
A lways remember the affection and ad-
miration I hold for you is everlasting . 
20-A-B7 
Tao THE ERISTIC 43 
As sands we formed a pyramid that !org-
ed its way into the heart of Delta . .. with 
love and· perserveronce ... my love and 
respect ore here for you , always! 
20-A-B7 
REFLECTIONS Of RAMSES 
Well my brolhetS, we made II crou those 
burning sands to ALPHA·LANDll I Let us 
be progressive oad hold up ALPHA 'S 




Eristic 43 ... Ta our lovely sp~inx club sweat heart 
court. Thanks for everything I 11 We wil t 
never forget it. Lunch on us soon!! 
Love 
lHE REFLECTIONS 
Cangrat•iOl'lll VJtleot111tofhl..,,tl . 
DST. You kept your •1s11 .. ' ..... 
Pearls and )'OU ore truly Calw Ol2tl Mev 
lhe Love of 06tto en.blcb )11111 far o 
lifetime 
To my spec Dr . Funkenstein IV 9-B-86. 
Without you the rood would hove been 





To the Reflecti~ns of ~mses : _ 
Ta ITIY 4 fovorite sorority ;c>urnalists: 
6-A-87. 33·A-87 (AKA) 
20-A-~7. 42-A-87 (DST) 
Congratulations I I 
Frorn your fellow Htlltopper, 6-8 86 
• 
The Ught of the wcl!M has shone upon 
each of you. As you progress, always 
remember that life is lhe hardest pledge 
period of all , and more importantly, that 
Alpha not only ,demands ~xcellence of 
you in oil that you do, but also serves 
as on eternal source of inspiration in all 
tho! you may aspire to . Wear the Block 
and Gold proudly, for you hove earned 
the right to do so. 
o PROGRESSIVE UNDFJIGROIJND c 
' • 
• • 
• Pro-1rtl·Sl\"t (pr~gr&' T\•) adj: I. Moft• " 
~ roN':l rd; on1oing. 2. Pr~cUin& in steps or ~ 
• by s1n1cs. 3. Promotina or faYOri• rdorm. 
Sincerely, 6-B~86 
1 
•. Grammar: dffignating 1 verb form that • 
• • 
1 e1preues nn nctlon or cundilio11 in piottea. • 
Ta My Sands: • 
A ll mY. love and respect to you - the ·• 
Ladies that made my joyrney bearable. • 
Together we will continue on with 
Alpha Excellence! 




New and used Bia 
studies books.1,-1.,...... 
9770 Basket Ring Rd. 
Columbia. Md. 21045 
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A ik'\ ·~klpl I KIU Mo11w* 
rep Courses 
LSAT • MCAT • GRE 
NTE • GAA1' 
RLK- -------
- - - -- - . -·--~ ~~ -: 
l!ftcatioul ... tke• 
)OIOWIWC ...... 19 s...t• ... llt ... 
Call any time 362.()()69 
ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
Affiliatrd Hospitals in 
Nrw l'oR Slak 
~ ...... ,.,. 
U•itftl. Kl•1•a• 
• ApprO\·t'd Ft-bruar)' 4, 1987 b)· 1he Nf"'· York st1k t:d1tn1li011 O.,.rtmNI for 1hc 
pur~ of conducting a clinical clerkship program in Nev.· York 1e1ehin1 hospi1als. 
• SI . George's rccei\'W a similar apprO\·al in 1985 from 1be Nf'W Jnwy BOii,. or 
Mleddl EumiMn; rhis cs1ablishn Si . George's as the only foreign medical Khool 
.,.,-i1h ins1ruc1ion in English 1ha1 has '1a1e-appro\·t'd campuses in hoth N~ York 
and N~· Jersey. 
• Q,·er 700 s1uden1s ha,·e transferred 10 U.S. mt'dical ~hools. SI . George's has. 
graduatt'd O\'er 1,000 ph~icians : 
ThC)" arc licensed in 39 s1a1cs; , . 
They hold faculty positions in 20 U.S. medical Khools - 25"- ha,·e bttn Chief 
Rcsiden1s in 119 U.S. ho'spitals (according 10 a 1986 sur\-ey}. 
• St . Gcora~'5 is entering i1s second dt-1.'ade of medical education. In !he firsc decade, 
.,.,"t were cited by Tiie Jov,.11 of tllc A•irics1 Mlf'dktll Auorilfiol (January 1985) 
as ran~ina number one ofall 1najor forei1n medical schools in the ini1ial pass rate 
on the ECFMG cum. 
• S1. Gcorsc's is one of the fe.,.,· foreign medical Khools whose s1udcnts qualify for 
Guaran1ttd Student Loans: Our students also qualify for the PLUS/ ALAS loans 
and, undcr "Cert1ln conditions. \IA loans. St:" Ot<oflt''s grants a limited number of 
loans and scholarships to cnterina s1uden1s. 
for informa11on " SI. tAorp's U•lvfflll)" Scltool of MtdklM /98 
pJn15' C'Ofl/Q('t c t o Tiie t'onit• Mtdktll Sc9tool Stttk" Curpo,.11011 · 
tit~ 0/fitt of OM Wt Mai11 Strttl • la)' Sllurt. N- l'o,.._ 11116 
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